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PREFACE

The importance of evaluation to the development of sound programs of
occupational education is something that all of us in occupational educationcan agree upon. Particularly, since the financing cf occupational educationprograms, must take into consideration the effectiveness of these programs, itis incumbent upon personnel in occupational education to iLddress their effortsto developing operable evaluation techniques and methodologies. Despite therelatively high priority that has been placed on program evaluation, both bythe Division of Adult and Vocational Research in the Bureau of Research andthe DivisiOn of Vocational and Technical Education in the Bureau of Adult,
Vocational, and Library Programs, in the U. S. Office of Education, evaluationhas been an object of research by relatively few personnel in occupationaleducation. This seminar was convened for the purpose of attempting to increasecommittment to evaluation as an object of researcll.

No great accomplishments can be claimed for the Seminar. No new theoriesof evaluation were evolved, nor were any new methodologies explicated. Theintent was to examine issues and problems, and, in the small gr)up discussions,to examine the components of models for the evaluation of occupational education.

The Center extends its appreciation to all of the participants at the
, seminar and particularly to the consultants who helped provide the commonframework for discussion. Specific recognition is due Dr. Alan Robertson,Director of Evaluation at the State University of New York at Albany wi:o
represented the AVA Research Committee on the Planning Committee, and Dr.Harold Starr, Spcialfst in Evaluation from the Center for Vocational and
Technical Education, fhe Ohio State Un:versity, who represented the Center forVocational and Technical Education on the Planning Committee. A note ofspecial thanks is alsc due the technical and clerical staff of the Center
for Occupational Education for assistance in the editing and preparation ofthis report.

John K. Coster
Director
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INTRODUCTION

The National Seminar, on Research in Evaluat,on of Ocuational Edu-cation was a .continuation of a series of research seminars in vocationaleducation. The series was initiated in 1963 through the cooperative ef-forts of the Research Committee of the American Vocational Association,the Oivision of Vocational and Technical Education of the U. S. Officeof Education, and cooperating universities. The first seminar was heldat Purdue University in 1963, and researcn seminars in vocational educa-tion were held at the University ofIllinois and Pennsylvania State Uni-versity in 1964. In 965 a series of four institutes was conducted bythe University of Illinois under the provisions and support of Section4(c) of the Vocational Education act of 1963. Other seminars were heldthat same year at the University of Nebraska, The Ohio State University,Michigan State University, and the University of Minnesota. In 1966 Cor-nell University received a grant to conduct six research seminars Thesewere held at The Ohio State University, the University of Georgia, theUniversity of Illinois, Cornell University, North Carolina State Univer-sity, and Colorado State University. No seminars were held during 1967.The seminar being reported here was conducted during 1968 and was spon-sored jointly by the Center for Occupational Education at North CarolinaState University at Raleigh, the Center for Vocational and Technical Edu-cation at The Ohio State University, and the Research Committee of,theAmerican Vocational Association.

The design, development, testing, and installation of models, tech-niques, and vocedureF; for the evaluation of occupational education is amatter of pressing concer. Its need was enunciated in the Report of thePanel of Copsultants in Vocational Education and its necessity was man-dated by the provisions in the Vocational Education Act of 1963. Evalu-ation has been accorded high priority in the U. S. Office of Education,both by the Division of Adult and Vocational Research of the Bureau ofResearch and by the Division of Vocational and Technical Education of theBureau of Adult, Vocational, and Library Programs. Yet evaluation hasnot received the attention of researchers in occupational education com-mensurate with its significance, and a concerted attack on the problemarea has not been forthcoming. One of the objectives of this Seminar,therefore, was to stimulate interest in evaluation as an object of re-search effort.

The problem area of evaluation is large, complex, and a pressinn soc-ial concern. Evaluation methodology presently encompasses both formativeand umhiative evaluation and includes attention to the assessment of proc-ess as well as product In order to realize the potential available inthese methodologies, increased attention is needed to the development ofstrategies through which the evaluation function may be linked to the pro-gram development function. Society is increasingly placing demands onevaluators. Investments in occupational education have risen sharply inrecent years, and with the increase in public spending there have comequestions about whether these investments in human capital and resource



development are producing increments in productivity, income, personal

and social satisfaction, and the welfare of the individual and society.

The problem area of evaluation may be subdivided into a number of

pyoblems, which include the following;

1. The delineation of goals and objectives of occupational educa-

tion. The goals and objectives of occupational education have not been

succinctly stated and clearly defined. The process of stating goals and

objectives requires attention to the process by which societal values

and individual needs are translated into goals, the evaluation of alter-

nate goals and their probable effect on Societal and individual welfare,

the cost of attaining the goals, the specific objectives to be attained,

and the range of behaviors which may reasonably be expected to be modi-

fied through occupational education, In conjunction with the latter point,

it seems logical to assume that specific programs of occupational educa-

tion should result in a set of knowledges and skills which will enable the

individual to perform at an acceptable level in an entry level job or fanh

ily of jobs. Beyond this point, questions may be raised about modifica-

tion of behavior in the non-cognitive domain, such as aptitudes, atti-

tudes, personality attributes, and values. Prior to the point in time at

which the individual begins preparation for a job or career, modification

in behaviors is related to the processing of information about sej and oc-

cupations, the role ,Amension of the structure of occupations, and the

decision making process in the choice of an occation.

2_ The development of instruments for assessing behavioral change.

A second proi.,:em deals with the development of instruments to assess be-

havioral changes. This problem involves the specification of behavioral

objectisves and the development, teting ard validation of'criterion-ref-

erenced instruments to ascertain whether the objectives have been attaihed.

Instruments are needed not only in the substantive areas of occupational

education, but also to evaluate the eMciency of progress designed to en-

hance the decision-making process.

3, The evaluation of outcomes of occupational educa,,ion. In addi-

tion to instruments designed to evaluate the output (i.e., produc0 of

occupational education, procedures are needed to assess outcomes. Out-

put is used here to refer to what the system produces, expressed in terms

of how well the individual can perform based on the criterion-referenced

measures. Output, as measured by these instruments, is a predictive qual-

ity. Outcome refers to how well the individual performs on the job, Thus

the outcome is the output confounded by the system's external environment.

The potential presence of confounding variables, which are related to

the individual's personal, social, and work environment, mitigates against

accurate assessment of outcomes. Research is needed here to resolve the

inherent difficulties in ouccome evaluation.

4. Strategies for program management. The usefulness of evaluation

efforts is directly related to the strategies that are evolved for utiliz-

ing information in the management process. These strategies relate both

2
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to program improvement (ormative evaluation) and program effectiveness
(summative evaluation). Thus far, limiteo attention has been given the
design and development of strategies for information utilization: Thus
a fourth problem in the sequence pertains to the design and development
of information'utilization procedures which will direct the design and
utilization of evaluation studies.

The seminar did not address al: of these problem areas. The first
four papers dealt with (1) the value structure of society as a'basis for
the delineation of goals and objectives, (2) the measurement of competen-
cies, (3) the evaluation of output variables, and (4) a rationale for the
delineation of non-cognitive variables. The fifth paper presented an over-
view of the significance of evaluation, These pacers served as a basis for
the small group discussions which in turn led to the identification of is-
sues and the clarification of problems in evaluation_

The seminar objectives were divided into two sets, substantive and
operational objectives_ These are listed below:

Substantive Objectives

1. To specify the behavioral outcomes which mdy be developed or
changed through programs of occupational education, including vocational,
technical, and practical arts education.

2. To specify.strategies, models, and designs whch may be utilized
In assessing the effects of occupational education on development and
change as manifested in the previously identified behavioral outcomes,

3. To design research programs cirected toward the evaluation of
products of occupational education expressed in terms of development and
changes of behavioral outcomes.

22frational Objectives

1. To increase the number of researchers in occupational education
who are committed to conducting research which may be used as an input
onto tne assessment of occupational educat,on.

2. To develop a framework for a concerted and coordinated attack on
the 'iroad voblem of assessing the effectiveness of occupational education_
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THE VALUE STRUCTaRE OF SOCIETY TOWARD WORK1

INTRODUCTION

In social intercourse people, ideas, or subjects:are never neutral

in the sense of desirability. Preference for some objects and rejection

of others and selection of one alternative course of action instead of

another suggests a fundamental assumption about man and. his behavior.

That is, we are typically purposive and our behavior is in large part

directed toward the attainment of one preferred state over another. More-

over, the objects, whether they be people or things, which are relevant to

our various social fields are rarely if ever equally esteemed; man is not

indifferent or somehow emotionally neutral, he is a creature characterized

by his 'values This is the case in all societies and groups and the func-

tion:. of the values are highly significant to whatever social order they

may be attached. In the 'course of living in the context of some pattern

of social organizafion, your actions, and often situations which we must

be paTt of, are not consistent with the values we hold. This is painful,

for our expectations of what is desirable are unmet. When they harmonize

there is a sense of satisfaction and accomplishment. On a larger societal

level when values of subcultural groups are inconsistent beyond a certain

tolerable level strains and tensions occur heralding the probability of

some type of social disorganization.

The purpose of this paper is to relate certain values in American

society to tw of its most ikmstrumental social institutions, education

and work. en rally, this objective follows these questions: A4hat are

the values an what is the nature of their structuring in society? What

are the conseque Ces of values for work, for education? What is the rele-

vance of these c nsiderations for the purposes of evaluating vocational-

technical educat1on in the United States?

These ques ions appear at a critical time in the history of vocational-

technical educ)ation which is experiencing an
increasing growth and expansion,

and not infrequently extreme pressures from political organizations and the

lay public to solve what at times appear to be insoluble problems. Increased

economic supp rt and the resulting growth in the amount of service and ad-

ministration 1ave created a burden of organizational stress in many areas of

vocational programming. Old concepts and traditions still bind many prog-

rams which, in the context of rapidly changing technological

and labor market needs, reduce the impact of the service of vocat onal-

technical systems.

Many of-the problems faced by vocational education are directly trace-

able to the larger value framew.srk in society surrounding work and educa-

.tion. These values are deeplY ehibedded in the fabric of American society,

but may constitute significant barriers to the operation of many of socie-

ty's programs. 4n addition to the function of values for individuals and

groups, research in the area of values strongly points to the fact that

values are themselves subject to change provided, of course, that certain

changes in social structure occur. This is/quite significant allowing
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realistic possiibilities for considering the old and the new in vocational-technical education in relation to the social and cultural environment ofwhich it is part. In short, approaching the last quarter of this centuryperhaps the major challenge for vo-tech programming in society, given itsvalues for work and education, will be to capitalize on these values, andintegrate them and the-goals of vocational-education into an even more vi-able social service. _

NATURE OF VALUES

The term value has an extremely widespread base as a common elementof the vocabulary of all levels of society, lay and professional, Perhapsit is best defined, as Williams notes, as "preferential interest" invntedin some situation, event, or object,2 The term is variously used amongprofessional people,i although with perhaps a slightly greater degree ofdefinitional overlap. Even in the discipline of sociology which providesthe basic frame of reference for this discussion there exists a lack ofconcensus:' The range of definitions requires at least some considerationof the concept in order to establish a common basis for communication whenwe talk about values. The purpose of this section is to propose a workingdefinition of values and to discuss the concept calling attention to sotheof its nominal attributes-

Some Definitions and Distinctions

Conceptualization of the term value isioften such that it is confusedwith other closely related terms such as motive and attitude:5 In fact,it is not uncommon to find constructions
inliterature implying the syno-nymity of valu_es and attitudes Such gross usages only make more difficultthe problem of developing a common body of reliable, scientific informationon values in society. In this paper we will attempt to keep these usagesapart. Motive states are essentially psychological in origin and function,as are attitudes. Values are social and cultural in nature, although sig-nifi ant they reside in the individual's cognitive structure. That whichis n eded, r how persons feel about objects (in terms of psychological dis-tance), is distinguishable from that which is deemed desirable. Here ref-erence is made respectively

tomoti\re, attitude, and value.

Another conceptual dimension which leads to difficulty in discussingvalues, is the distinction between cultural values and social values: Wil-liams, for example, speaks of cujtural values as all values which are sharedby a group, the fact of being shared in common constituting the major cri-teria for so classifying them as cultural. Social values have the featureof not only being shared by group members, but also are regarded as "mattersof group welfare ... "6 Parsons' use of values is essentially cultural inthat he considers them to be elements shared among actors in a "social sys-tem and that they function as criteria for selecting among alternative coursesof action, or for choosing object A rather than B, as required of actors in asituation.' He also emphasizes that an actor's concept of what is desirableis learned, acquired in the process of social interaction,8

In his study of the impact of higher education on the values of collegestudents, Jacobs def4nes values as " . preferences, criteria or choices of

712



personal or group conduct. A value in this sense is a standard for de-

cision making
normally identified , in overt conduct" or verbally.9'

Scott defined value for his excellent study on values in an organizational

context as a " moral ideal . defined as an individual's concept of

a relationship ,..
which he uses to assess the 'goodness' or 'badness,'

the 'rightness' or
'wrongness,' of actual

relationships that he observes

or contemplates."1°

According to Lundberg, values people hold can be inferred from their

use of time and money,t1 In a much less strictly-behavioralistic vein

Kluckhohn asserts that "a value is a selective orientation toward exper-

ience, implying deep commitment or repudiation, which
influences the or-

dering of 'choices' between possible alternatives in action,,"12 They may

be inferred from verbal expressions or from behavior. In a sociological

sense value-orientations have
been described as among the "stablest" and

"most enduring" of the elements of personality: Parsons speaks of these

as the products of socialization and emphasizes their relative unalter-

ability in later years. Value orientations
constitute the basic core of

personality,3 However, as Blake and Davis point out, in the hands of

some writers the Parsonian emphasis on value orientation becomes dogma.1'-'

An important distinction to be drawn at this point is that in the

literature values have been described as inferrable from either v.3rbal or

overt behavior or both. Scott claims.that we should "distinguish values

from behavior 0,. and take as the,best indicators of value the person's

verbal profession of ideal standards of conduct,"15
and his point is well

taken. Thisis in contrast with the Lundberg definitiOn which is quite

behaviora1,1 A basic inadequacy of the behavioral position is simply

that it is not always possible to eo.ate action with value, as in the case

of ,occupational status projections, or
aspirations, and the actual level

of occupational achievement. Aspirations reflect general cultural values

in,a society and are necessarily verbalized: Occupational achievement (be-

havior) at the level of one's aspirations is not a sufficient test of the

valirY,ty of aspirations, i.e., one's occupational behavior may not neces-

sarily reflect one's values, Numerous factors, both personal and environ-

mental, may operate to limit the range of opportunities and channels of

mobility for significant numbers of society to an occupational stratum not

implied by their values which, however, may be verbally expressed.

However, a reliance on verbal expressions to determine values people

hold is not without methodological difficulty. The problem lies in the

extent to which we can accept statements by respondents in studies as truly

reflecting their real values, As Blake and Davis put it, "Can we ... _take

people's statements and reinterprel,them to get at 'underlying' values?

Yes, provided we make the questionable
assumption that verbal statements

inevitably reflect real values, and provided we admit that the process of

symbolic reinterpretation
in itself has no empirical controls and conse-

quently may differ radically from one observer to another."17

One of the frequently recurring themes in this brief review of selec-

ted definitions, is that values are criteria or standards by which men iden-



tify and choose between alternatives These criteria moy be conceivedof as standards, shared, but nevertheless varying according to intra-personal and interpersonal considerations. Values remain, in this sense,subjective phenomena. A further important distinction is between evalu-ation, or valuing an object as merely pleasing or desirable, and criteriaor standards used to make the evaluation. The distinction is one betweenthe ordinary experience of placing a value On something and our usage thatvalues are the criteria for deciding what we should want.

Derived from the above considerations the definition of values em7ployed in this paper is as follows.'9 Values are the standards used bymen in asserting preference for objects or specific behavior. Values areherejdefined as cultural inasmuch as they are shared. They also have soc-ial implications insofar as human behavior and interaction and group orcollective welfare may be seen in relation to "common sets of standards.Values may be inferred from verbal expressions or overt behavior. In thelatter sense, then, "values" are only constructs and have no empiricaldemonstrability apart from the phenomena from which we infer them. It isnot unlike the p4chological construct, need, which has no empirical ref-erent, but has an important role in psychoanalytic and personality theoryand the analysis of biosocial causation. Likewise, values are judged asuseful because they allow the researcher to identify and meaningfully in-tegrate certain empirically observable phenomena,20 And in the focus ofthis paper the construct, value, provides an important basis for under-standing man's occupational and educational motives and behavior.

Origins of Values

Because values are shared they are learned in the process of inter-a'ction. Thus the major socializing agencies of the society contribute tcthe transferrence of the "standards" of what is desirable from one gen-eration to the next. The major forces in our society for this are, ofcourse, the family system and the agencies of formal education. Familywith its social class location imparts the values first internalized bythe child and these typically reflect differences related to the differ-ent social classes. A most significant factor at this point is the earlytransferrence of parental values for work--its necessity, prestige levelsof occupations, responsibility, success ideology, personal worth as relatedto achievement, etc.--all varying depending on the social rank of the fam-ily in the class structure.

In the educational system values developing in the child as a resultprimarily of interacting with adult and older family members may be rein-forced or disturbed, new values may be identified for the first time orold values may be challenged, and replaced over time. Whatever the intrin-sic advantages one might impute to education, in and of itself it remainsa fact that the young person is inexorably pushed toward the primary ex-pectation associated with the adult status he is approaching, work. Inthe process he carries with him an ever accumulating store of "standards"by which he identifies, explores, tries out and, finally, chooses one oc-cupation out of several alternatives.21 Regardless of whether he has chosenwisely his decisions in some way reflect a value system which he has built
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out of social interaction and which he shares with others who are part
of his social and cultural frame of reference. It is this kind of or-
ganization and direction of behavior that our construct, value, implies.
As already noted by Parsons, the intensity with which value orientations
are instilled early in life often results in only minor modifications in
the value orientation of the person as an adult.22 Thus basic orienta-
tions toward work may follow a person through life with little change.

Another major social source of values which is of considerable im-
portance in a relatively open society such as our own is the mobility
process itself and the concept .of anticipatory_ socialization. According
to Merton, in the mobility process individuals who aspire to enter groups
or stratum in which they hold no membership develop the cultural patterns
and values characteristic of the group with which they are identifying.
Anticipatory socialization thus involves adopting the values of a group
to which one aspires with two resulting functions. It facilitates his
inclusion into the group and fosters a more adequate adjustment follow-
ing his acceptance.23

However, one of the insidious problems for the society in terms of
anticipatory socialization lies in the generalized acceptance of cultural
values related to achievement and success, particularly occupational achieve-
ment. Many people in the lower reaches of the class structure are denied
access to socially approved or legitimate means of achieving the success
goals pointed to by cultural values. Therefore, in order to achieve social-
ly approved and desirable goals, an individual will sometimes resort to -1-
legitimate or illegal means. Merton interprets much of the problem of crim-
inal behavior in this fashion,24

The preceding discussion has already suggested the next major section
of the paper, the relation of values to social stratification and through
that, to much of man's work behavior.

Values and Stratification

A basic assumption for this paper is that human action is goal ori-
ented,25 In highly organized group life of today people participate in
organizations or interact with others in order to achieve certain ends
(guided by one's values). Goals range, of course, from simple friendship
attraction to highly obligatory economic contracts. When behavior occurs

must be seen in relation t) many kinds of physical objects, people,
ideas, and so forth, all of which.vary according to their basic instru-
mentality in facilitating the goal attainment process. Standards emerge
by which components can be judged according to their durability, utility,
etc., and as Parsons notes " ... given the process of evaluation, the prob-
ability is thatit will serve to differentiate entities into a rank order
of some kind."26 Rank ordering of components of action moreover serves to
differentiate between positions in different social structures, each posi-
tion being associated with various levels of reward--economic, honorific,
or psychic. The combination of rewards for any position constitutes'its
"value" and from that the prestige of the position.27



All societies ilave some system of stratification28 whereby normaland "legitimate" social discrimination is provided for various catego-ries of its members. As indicated above the criteria for evaluation be-come differeiitiated on the basis of class lines. Inevitably, such eval-uations result in the ranking of people, groups, and other forms of soc-ial organization from high to low, each rank possessing more or less oftie desirable social and econwic attributes, e.2., health, material levelof living, membership in organizations, opportunity for advancement, rela-tive satisfaction with "things as they are." Such a system of stratifi-cation after it is established also functions to allocate available soci-etal rewards according to one's rank in the system.

It is in this sense that socialization to given class oriented val-ues provides different outlooks and perspectives of what is desirable orworth seeking after for members of the different classes. The differencesin values between the strata of the class system have been well documented.29Among the important values which vary according to social class are those hav-ing to do with occupations and work behavior. This is not surprising inas-much as occupation in American society has consistently been identifiedone of the primary "indicators"
of social class, i.e., occupational classi-fication is always highly correlated with position in the class system 39

The significance of this in terms of the standards used by membersof the different classes to evaluate work chances is clearly seen in thegeneral meaning attached to work activity by most people in U. S. society,3HOne of the striking features about work in American society is the extent towhich people definetheir ego, self concept, or sense of personal worth interms of it. Thus', in many types of work, where opportunities for entryare partly a function of social class, there is a merging of definitions ofself and definitions of the normative content of the occupation. Ontoloci-cally, a man is his work. This is reflected in many responses to queriesin the form of "I am a doctor," "I am a scientist," "I am an educator,""I am a brickmason," or "I am a mechanic." Such definitions become partof the way we see ourselves and the world around us.

Historically, man has not consciously been
concerned with meanings etwork. In tradition bound primitive societies work is part of everyday liferoutines, intertwined with the totality of the institutional fabric of thesociety. It is hereditary, ascriptive, and attached to given positions inthe structure of the community. Primitive man does not differentiate workfrom other aspects of his society.

For modern man, however, there is on objective rationality to work,and to ask its meaning of him is not an unreasonable request, for societyprovides a generalized expectation for man to be able to formulate andderive some pattern of meaning from work apart from all other aspects ofhis life. Yet it is precisely at this point that the imputation is madeby some that modern work is such that for many it is not possible to de-rive much satisfaction or intrinsic meaning from work activities, espec-ially at the lower ranks of the occupational hierarchy. The meaning ofwork varies considerably depending on the occupational level and social
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stratum. A significant theoretical developm2nt given this condition is
the emergence of a literature focusing on the alienation of modern man
from society,32 and especially his work-

It is necessary at this point to look more closely at the structure
of work in American society and its relation to values.

VALUES IN THE U.S. TOWARD WORK

For the purpose of this paper work is defined as activity related
to the central problem of "making a living." The extreme division of
labor and specialization and-the fact of work being separated from place
of residence clearly justify defining work pragmatically and operational-
ly in this manner. Industrial and preindustrial societies differ marked-
ly at this point as intimated above. In the latter type of social organi-
zation work activities are not distinguished from other role functions and
activities. In such societies " work tends to be an almost undiffer-
entiated part of the routine of life, inseparable from religious ceremon-
ial, the duties owed other members of an extended family, and what we would
call play or leisure."33 In contemporary society man is clearly set apart
from his traditional brother on'this account.

Major Values for Work and Occupational Orientation

Given the open system of social stratification of American society,
combetition for rewards has flourished, and inherited reward and position
has been minimized. In this kind of social milieu it is not unlikely that
cultural values emphasizing personal achievement and success have devel-
oped.3 Moreover, these values have become mixed with ideas of personal
excellence. The implication of achievement is success which is interpreted
in the personal equation as worthiness. Unfortunately, invidious compari-
sons emerge wherein the less "successful," the downwardly mobile person
"just doesn't rate up" to his achieving neighbor. The comparison is in-
vidious because achievement values tend to result in compartmentalizing
humans ro.ther than seeing them holistically. The individual is not viewed
as a whole personality but as more or less successful in the area of his
life circumscribed by work activity.

Achievement values typically associate occupational success with high-
er levels of income. As Williams states, "In a society of relatively high
social mobility, in which position in the scale of social stratification
basically depends upon occupational achievement, wealth is one of the few
obvious signs of one's place in the hierarchy."35

Another basic value espoused by Americans is represented in work it-
self. "Disciplined activity in a regular occupation is a particular form
of this basic orientation,"36 This orientation is the curious result of a
set of earlier religious--now somewhat vestigal--influences and the parti-
cular rigorous requirements of the early history of settlement of the U. S.
The protestant ethic which Max Weber called attention to37 had to do with
the association between religious ethics and work ethics as the former were
gradually absorbed into the latter. In the Calvinistic period analyzed by
Weber salvation and grace were exemplified in secular work activities in
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terms of a "doctrine,of works."38 These ideas were part of the "trans-
plant" of culture that occurred with immigration of Britains and Euro-
peans to this country early in its history. Thus the value of work and
associated activities reinforced by religious sanctions accompanied many
of thr early settlers whose very existence and group survival depended
on diligence and disciplined activity. There was no place for aristo-
cratic traditions or disdain of manual labor in the wilderness, These
conditions and requirements in conjunction with a wide range of untapped
resources and later the developing system of commerce provide the stimu-
lus for values emphasizing work activity, achievement and economic success,

Prior to the period of rapid industrialization, especially after the
Civil War, there existed a kind of social order with underlying value prem-
ises which Robert and Helen Lynd wrote about in their classic study, Mid-
dletown, They reconstructed a picture of Middletown prior to its indus-
trialization in which skilled crafts were on-an equal par with the small
middle-class businessman. Equality was on a political, social, and eco-
nomic level and Lynd spoke of occasional envy of businessmen toward crafts-
men in reference to desirable features of the craft mode of work organiza-
tion. There was no highly exaggerated pattern of resident-ftl segregation
and above all, perhaps, the craft organization provided a "career" for its
people in terms of Movement through the apprentice and journey levels to
master.

But the Lynds noted that partially as a result of industrialization
change was wrought in the system of stratification and in the associated
values in a relatively short period of time. What they observed in Middl-
town was the beginning of a process of organization that emphasized bureaA-
cratization, hierarchial patterns of authority, new income differential f)r
managers and workers, new skill requirements due to technological innova-
tion, a decline in craft organization, increasing residential seyregation
between workers and those in buSiness, worker adoption of consumer values,
and the pushing of their offspring to higher educational attainment in or-
der to secure better jobs.39 As th,,. social order became more and more
specialized and differentiated, as manual labor lost its connection with
the control of private property, and as differentials of wealth and power
crystallized, manual work as such was devaluated.'0

Concomitant with the devaluation of manual labor as expressed in the
values of society there has been an increasing valuation of white-collar
types of occupations, especially the professionals and management, and
science and technology which are exploited and manipulated at the upper
occupational levels. The professions and other white-collar positions
are attractive and desirable because of income, prestige, level of auton-
omy, and degree of "intrinsic" satisfaction with the occupation through
the career line and over time. About science, Williams writes:

Very broadly, emphasis on science in America has reflected
the values of the rationalistic-individualistic tradition.
Science is disciplined, rational, functional, active; it



is congruent with the "means" emphasis of the culture
,the focus of interest upon pragmatism and efficiency and the
tendency to minimize absolutes and ultimates, The applica-
tions of science profusely reward the strivings for .., mas-
tery of the environment. We think it fair to say that sci-
ence is at root fully compatible with a culture orientation
that attempts to deny frustration and refuses to accept the
idea of a fundamentally unreasonable and capricious world.41

Values and Aspirations

The values held for these occupations and for science constitute
the criteria for ma_ing occupational status projections by many Americans.
Patte.-ns of aspiration generally reflect idealization of upper occupation-
al strata regardless of the social class of the one aspiring. Differences
in aspirations by social class are typically expressed in degree rather
than kind. This is indicated in a current analysis of data on low-income
populations in the Mississippi Delta being conducted by this writer. Negro
household heads in the sample have low statuses, but aspire to upper blue-
collar and lower white-collar occupational statuses. They aspire for their
sons to lower white-collar and upper white-collar statuses. However ther
stated expectations for their sons are for jobs very near the low statuses
they (the household heads) currently occupy,42 Similar findings are re-
ported in reports on low-income southern populations based on a large
cooperative research projectL3 In a relative sense, then, lower socio-
economic populations are not unlike middle and higher socioeconomic popu-
lations in stating their occupational preferences,

Nevertheless there are structural variations in the values espoused
for the higher occupations. Generally urban populations express occupa-
tional aspirations at a higher level than do rural populations.4' Rural

youth do not have the same probabilities of experiencing many occupational
alternatives as do their urban brothers. Historically, rural youth have
tended to be drawn into the labor force (farm) at an earlier age than ur-
ban youth, which is a limiting condition on the expectation to express
serious aspirations beyond that point. In addition, aspiration-achieve-
ment values of rural youth are limited in other ways.45

Aspirations also vary according to social class6 and on this basis
according to education47 also. Level of educational experience in the
context employed here -!s generally influenced by class norms and oppor-
tunities. Family influence has been found to be related to level of
aspiration.'8

The fact that so large a percentage of blue-collar workers express
a desire for white-collar types of work and that there is a transferrence
of this value to their offspring calls attention to a question frequently
asked, viz. Why is this the case? Why do some semi-skilled operatives
and many skilled workers hold such values when often their own incomes
presumably exceed those of white-collar workers and they, more frequently
than white-collar workers, own their own homes? Might we reason as does



Hamilton that "There is no reason to assume that 'clerical and sales'workers constitute a referenc:e group for skilled workers, let alone apositive reference group,"49 based on perceptions which wcrkers are al-leged to have? Hamilton analyzes data from the 1960 U. S. Census:1/10,000 Sample and after instituting certain controls--he excludes wo-men, young people, students and the aged, and compares the core malehousehold heads employed in clerical-sales work and in skilled work--hepresents a conclusive argument which supports general values of the su-periority of white-collar
over blue-collar work on the basis of income,mobility potential and, therefore, life chances.

Exactly what standards people use to describe their
orientation towork, or their choices for certain types of work have been analyzed byRosenberg. Rosenberg identifies three complexes of values based on hisanalysis of data from more than 4,500 college students. He indicated theexistence of a selection process in which one articulated certain kindsof work on the basis of one's values; although for a minority values werefound to change to be congruent with occupational choices after the choiceshad been made.50 The value configurations identified in his study arethose which center on (1) helping--receiving gratification from relation-ships with others; (2) extrinsic

rewards--instrumenta1, income, and buy-ing power of job; (3) self expression--work as a major possibility forcreative expression of talents and abilities.

Occupational Prestige

Another basic dimension of the relationship between social valuesand work is the organization of the occupational structure (See AppendixA for an overview of occupational structure in the U. S.) into a prestigehierarchy, with those occupations at or near the top of the hierarchy re-ceiving the disproportionately large number of aspirations. Occupationalprestige has been studied many times over the last decade,52 and an excel-lent review of these materials and others on occupational prestige isavailable.52 A cross-cultural study of prestige has been conducted, find-ing Penerally that prestige ranks of matched occupations are highly corre-lated53 despite cultural differences among the countries
(United States,Great Britain, Japan, New Zealand, Germany, and the U,S,S.R.). The authorsfeel that the findings are due to universal features of industrial-occupa-tional system which give rise to consistent evaluations of prestige acrosscultural boundaries.

The classic study of occupatidnal
prestige was conducted by Northand Hatt and sponsored by the National Opinion Research Center, then atthe University of Denver. First results were reported in 1947,54 however,due to the retirement of one and the untimely death of the other, the majoranalyses of the data appeared later than ordinarily would have been thecase.55 The data were updated by Hodge, Sigel, and Rossi in the early1960's.56 Comparison of the two sets of prestige rankings over a sixteenyear period reveals

essentially little difference, (See Appendix B). Inthese rankings the jobs most valued accordinp to the level of esteem orprestige attribuLed to them are those which feature highly specialized
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training and those which emphasize an extreme degree of responsibility

for the general welfare of the public, i.e., the legal, jurist profession,

medicine, science, politics, teaching, and other professional-managerial

occupations. Those least valued are typified by jobs such as janitor, Lar-

tender, clothespresser, soda jerk, garbag2 collector, shoe shiner, etc.

The implications of such a scale for vocational-technical education and

training are considerable.

VALUES, WORK AND EDUCATION

The role of education in understanding the value structure of socie-

ty toward work cannot be overlooked. We begin with the assumption that

in a given society, or locale, education will always reflect, to a high

degree, the prevailing values of the area,57 Therefore, values from one

school to another may vary (1) as the values of the community vary and (2)

according to the value-patterns of the dominant social class represented

by the modal class which the school serves.- But, the variation is minimized

due to (1) the relatively homogeneous social origin of and training situa-

tions for teachers and (2) because generalized
educational values tend to

be diffused quite widely throughout the society.58

The principle of stratification, extended into the school system,jt-

self functions as a limiting and selecting factor for the students in the

system. The dominance of middle class values for lower socio-economic chil-

dren and the implications of this are cited by Hollingshead in his youth

study.59 He writes:

From interviews and attendance at Board meetings it became clear

that the question of cost was uppermost in their thoughts when-

ever any innovation was suggested. The problem of cost versus

educational values was particularly acute whenever the high

school was involved, They believed that many boys and

girls who were in high school would have been better off on

the farm or at the Mill. No Board member was found who at any

time believed that it was the responsibility of the community

to provide educational
facilities for all high school aged ado-

lescents. When it was suggested that the traditional type of

high school education might not be the type needed for the lower

classes, the suggestion was countered usually with the argument

that vocational education cost too much per student to be put

into effect on a broad scale; besides the boy and girl could

learn the same types of skill 'from life,'"

And similarly in their studies of adolescent character and person-

ality, Havighurst and Taba note:

The moral values of the adol,escent peer group culture are

largely middle-class standards set by the high school,

which is, in turn, run by people with middle-class values.

The teachers are nearly all middle-class and so are the

parents who are most active in high school affairs, Finally,
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the dominant adolescent group in the high school is com-posed mainly of middle-class boys and girls,6'

. The aiNv'e statements indicate how the value patterns of the localcommunity may come to rest in the-school through the stratification sys-tem. The situation reflects the general value dominance-of the middle-class who because of their higher social rank and characteristic social'participation are more characteristically involved in the important de-cisions and actions which reflect the values and goals of that class. Itmay be seen as a function of differential power between the lower and high-er classes.

The general question of how values are reflected in education is suc-cinctly put by Williams. They are reflected in the content of educationalcurricula62 and guidance into one alternative track versus another, ,college or vocational. Thi.s_theme, that is, the extent to which certainschool values enter_the-decision making process of administrators and
counselors -i-n'65ntrolling" the future of certain students is brought homeclearly in Cirourel and Kituse's report.63 Leading from this, therefore,is a second value which has to do with "the choice of students to be ex-posed to educatiOnal efforts."6

Obviously, the value of achievement andeXcellence in performance are important criteria in student selection. Whatare the values, however, for underachievement and pooy performance and schoolattrition? What mechanisms in society are available to deal with these ele-ments of our population in terms of theirAevelopment and integration iotothe labor force and productive-citizenship? These seem to be appropriatequestions at the present time when educational programs including vocational-technical and 0E0 programs are guided by values which sometimes exclude im-.portant elements in American society from educational consideration. Thiscontains negative implications for the so-called democratic egalitarianideology of mass public education. .High performance is rewarded, averageachievement tolerated but low achievement is devaluated along with the lowachiever.

It is not unlikely that an emphasis on higher education has developedin our society in the context of technological
change, requirements for ex-pertise and-new skills,that can only come through extensive training, ancgeneral cultural expectations'regarding the increasing-normalcy bf collec-late experience. Whereas earlier, secondary school was commonplace andhigher education the prerogative of a small elite, today education throuchthe baccalaureate level is increasingly a functional requirement for an in-,dividual's entry to certain occupational levels. Davis aptly points outthat the bachelor's "degree "is the entry point into the top layer of ouroccupational structure."65

The value of higher education and higher occupational pursuits is re-flected in much of the research literature analyzing education and work inrelation to values. The point-to be made is that there is an implicit biasemphasizing higher education and white-collar jobs to the-exclusion of vo-cational-technical education and typical blue-collar jobs." -The rankingof educational systems according to prestige level, and on values people



hold for different types of education has a number of-implications. The
functions and dysfunctions of the prestige f organization have been sug-
gested by Perrow. These include: explicit, unrealistic assessments of
situations; unidirectional mobility pattern, usually upward; rewarding
equal performance unequally; exaggerating the importance of the high pres-
tige organization at the expense of the low prestige organization; hamper-
ing recruitment of competent and highly qualified personnel in low pres-
tige organizations; and hampering maintenance of top level people in the
organization,67

In this section we have tried to suggest (1) that the general strati-
fication system of a given community, and through it, values, pervades the
organization and structure of education in the community; and (2) that val-
ues people hold toward education result in a popular ranking. The signifi-
cance of this ordering can be seen in terms of organizational problems:
personnel recruitment and maintenance, student selection and maintenance,
distribdtion of economic resources, distribution of physical facilities,
etc. Taken together we imply that as all the relevant variables fall into
place we have an educational system structured somewhat variably from place
to place, but nevertheless constituting more and mor;., the essential mechan-
ism in our society for effective movement into the world of work. Exposure
to education helps tc instill the basic value structure of a society for
work in the cultural orientation of the studer.t. Moreover, the student
envisions his own place, depending upon his .iocial class, as it has been
defined by society.

SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS

The value struCture of society for work has developed in terms of two
basic concepts, value and stratification. Value was defined as the stand-
ards used by men in asserting preferences among alternatives. Values are
shared, therefore are cultural, and are patterned. They may be inferred
from either verbal expressions or overt behavior, Values are built into
the social stratification system inasmuch as the system of stratificatior
is a'valuational phenomenon based on the institutionalized ranking of cer
tain items or characteristics of populations. Occupational activity con-
stituteS one of the primary indicators of social class and, therefore, dif-
ferent_kinds of work are variously valued depending on the soc il stratum
to whi:ch it is primarily linked.

Several dimensions of the value structure of work were explored. These
included the idea of achievement and success, particularly as reflected in
aspiration behavior and /occupational prestige ranking. Specific value ori-
entations for work (helping' people, opportunity for self expression and work
for extrinsic income rewar0 were reviewed.

The value structure of a community pervades its educational institutions
and copstitutes a major social mechanism which further inculcates certain val-
ues concerning work in most students. The extent of favorable competition in
the world'of work is in part a result of the location of one's relative posi-
tion throughout his educational career in schools, and the location of the



school itself in terms of generalized values which differentiate the
various types of education of educational systems from each other. Thus,
the rank order of the school is related to how it fares in dealing with
routine but necessary organizational problems. The image of vocational-
technical education will undoubtedly continue to change in response to
other changes in the economic and labor market structures of society.

Some implications of this discussion are as- follows: We would ex-
pect values toward vocational-technical education to change because of
the functional contribution sub-professional technicians are now making
to the economy. Our scientific efforts and technological changes are fos-
tering a greater need for skilled technicians who will not be trained in
universities and colleges essentially but in specific vocational-technical
programs The need for, the economic rewards associated with, and the oc-
cupational structure of technician level occupations should result in a

significant increase in the aspirations and motive levels necessary to
achieve that level of work experience.

Secondly, the values, the criteria people use to choose work and in-
fluence others' choices of work should change in relation to the amount
of recent and continuing exposure from political and economic sources on
problems of mobilizing those in "poverty" and those who are unemployed
or underemployed in American society.

Third, advancing technological problems will require an increasing
number of adults to reevaluate their present experiences in terms of the
need for retraining. Adult education exposure should result in some re-
organization of values for the requirements of both upper blue-collar anc
for many white-collar occupations All of the factors noted relate to tt-e
function that increased visibility and "product" marketability have for
vocational education. This increase in visibility and marketability should
be reflected in both quantity and quality of students moving into kinds et
work where their formal training is the result of participation in sub-
baccalaureate occupational education-training programs.

Finally, unless the choices made by political, economic, and educa-
tional leaders result in action tnat mobilizes the employable out of the
ranks of low-income cultural situations (historically, efforts have been
rationalized through social welfare programs of various sorts) it is most
likely that the gap between the "haves" and "have-nots" in society will
grow larger and more distinct The employment requirements derived from
sophisticated organizational and technological developments strictly bypEss
those without requisite qualifications for entry and participation.
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APPENDIX A

Distribution of Employed Civilian Workers, by Occupational Groups and
Selected Occupations, United States,d 1950.

Occupation Groups and Selected
Occupations

1960 1950 Percent
Change

Persons with occupations reported 100.0 100.0

White-collar workers 433 37.4 27,7
Professional, technical &

kindred workers 11,8 8.8 47.0
Engineers, technical

d
1.4 .9 64.3

Chemical .1 .1 26,1
Civil .3 .2 24.0
Electrical .3 .2 73.7
Industrial .2 H 142.0
Mechanical .3 .2 40,7
Sales .1 (b) 129.8

Natural scientists .2 ,2 27.7
Biological scientists (b) (b) 51.2
Chemists .1

i
.. 11.8

Mathematiclans (b) (b) 345.1
Physicists (b) (b) 8718

Medical and other health workers 2.1 1 .8 29.6
Dentists .1 .1 10.2
Dietitians & nutritionists (b) (b) 16.2
Nurses, student professional &

professional 1.0 0 34.2
Physicians & surgeons .4 .3 18.9
Technicians, medical and dental .2 .1 80.2

Teachers, elementary & secondary
schools 2.5 1.8 45.9

Other professional, technical &
kindred workers 5.5 4.0 52.3
Accountants & auditors .8 .7 24,7
Lawyers & judges .3 .3 16.9
Technicians, electrical & electronic .1 (b) 679.2
Technicians, other engineering &

physical science .3 .2 101,8
Managers, officials, & proprietors

except farm 8.8 9.0 -7.4
Salaried 5.5 4.5 35.0
Self-employed 3.3 4.5 -20.0

Clerical & kindred workers 15.1 12.5 33.8
Secretaries, stenographers & typists c

3.5 2.7 44.5
Other clerical workers 11.6 9.8 30.9

Cashiers .8 .4 102.7
Office-machine operators .5 ,3 116.2
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APPENDIX A (Continued)

Occupation Groups and Selected 1960 1950 PercentOccupations
% Change

Sales workers
7.5 7.0 18.7Retail trade

,,:.,.,

Other than retail trade
4.4
3.2

4.4
2.6

10.0
33.4Insurance agents, brokers &

underwriters
.6 .5 33.7Real estate agents &brokers .3 .3 37.0Salesmen & sales clerks, manu-

facturing
.8 .6 41.7Manual workes

38.6 '40.3 5.8Craftsmen, fordMen, &
kindred workers
foremen (not

delsewhere
classified)

14.2..

1.8

14.0

1.4

11.8

41.1Construction craftsmend ,3.9 4.2 2.1Brickmason5, stonemasons, &
setters

3/ .3 12.0Cdrpenters
1.%3' 1.6 -10.9Electricians

. 5 ' .6 8.3Mechanics & repairmen d
3,6 -3.1 28.6

Air-conditioning, heating &
refrigeration equipment

.1 .1 42.1Automobiles
1.1 1.2 4.2Office machines
(b)\ .1 -5.7dMetal craftsmen, except mechanics 1.8 2.0 .4.Boilermakers
(b) i .1 -33.4Machinists
.8, .9 -3.1Molderc
.1 .1 -19.4

Toolmakers, diemakers & setters .3 .3 19:4Other craftsmen
3.2 3.4 3.1Locomotive engineers
.1 .1 -22.4Locomotive firemen
.1 .1 -31.7Operatives & kindred workers 19.4 20.1 6.4Drivers & deliverymen

.3.7 3.4 19.6Other operatives,. etc. 15.7 16.7 3.7Laborers except farm & mine 5.1 6.2 -9.6Service workers, including private household 11.7 10.2 25.6Service workers, except privte household 8.9 7.7 26.7Protective service workersu
1.1 1.0 17.3Waiters, bartenders, cooks, and counter

workers
2.8 2.4 29.3Other service workers
5.0 4.3 27.5



APPENDIX A (Continued)

Occupation Groups and Selected
1960 1950 Percent

Occupations

Change

Private household workers
2.8 2.4 29.3

Agricultural workers
6.4 12.1 -41.3

Farmers & farm managers
4.1 7.7 -41.9

Farm laborers & farm foremen 2.4 4.3 -40.2

a Adjusted to include Alaska 'and Hawaii.

Less than 0.05 percent.

Female only; the comparatively few men recorded in this group are

.

included in the, total for the major occupational group.

Male only; the few women recorded in this group are included in the

total for the major occupational group.

NOTE: Because of rounding, sums of individual items may not equal totals.

Most totals include
occupations not shown separately.

SOURCE: Max Rutzick and Sol Swerdloff, "The Occupational
Structure of U.S.

Employment, 1940-1960," Monthly Labor Review, 85 (November 1962),

p.1211..
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APPENDIX B

Distribution of NORC Prestige Ratings, United States, 1947 and 1963

Occupation
1947 1963

\
U S. Subreme Court Justice

1 1Physician
2.5 2Nuclear physicist

18 3.5Scientist
8 3.5Government scientist

10.5 5.5State Governor
2.5 5.5Cabinet member in the federal government 4.5 8College professor
8 8U. S. Representative in Congress 8 8Chemist

18 11Lawyer
18 11Diplomat in the U. S. Foreign Service 4.5 11Dentist
18 14Archite:t
18 14County judge
13 14Psychologist
22 17.5Minister
13 17.5Member of the Boarr.1 of Directors of

a large corporation
18 17.5Mayor of a large city
6 17.5Priest

18 21.5Head of a department in a state
government

13 21.5Civil engineer
23 21.5Airline pilot
24.5 21.5Banker
10.5 24.5Biologist
29 24.5Sociologist
26.5 26Instructor in public schools 34 27.5Captain in the regular army 31.5 27.5Accountant for a large business 29 29.5Public school teacher
36 29.5Owner of a factory that employs about

100 people
26.5 31.5Building contractor
34 31.5Artist who paints pictures that are

exhibited in galleries
24.5 34.5Musician in a symphony orchestra 29 34.5Author of noYels
31.5 34.5Economist
34 34.5Official of an international labor union 40.5 37Railroad engineer
37.5 39
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Appendix B (Continued)

1947 1963
Occupation 0/0

County agricultural agent 37.5 39
Owner-operator of a printing shop 42.5 41.5
Trained machinist 45 41.5
Farm owner & operator 39 44
Undertaker 47 44
Welfare worker for a city government 45 44
Newspaper columnist 42.5 46
Policeman 55 47
Reporter on a daily newspaper 48 48
Radio announcer 40.5 49.5
Bookkeeper 51.5 49.5
Tenant farmer 51.5 51 5

Insurance agent 51.5 51.5
Carpenter 58 53
Manager of a small store in a city 49 54.5
A lucal official of a labor union 62 54.5
Mail carrier 57 57

Railroad conductor 55 57

Traveling salesman for a wholesale concern 51.5 57
Plumber 59.5 59
Automobile repairman 59.5 60
Playground director 55 62.5
Barber 66 62.5
Machine operator in a factory 64.5 62.5
Owner-operator of a lunch stand 62 62.5
Corpc)ral in the regular army 64.5 65.5
Garage mechanic 62 65.5
Truck driver 71 67
Fisherman who owns his own boat 68 68
Clerk in a store 68 70
Milk route man 71 70
Streetcar motorman- 68 70
Lumberjack-- 73 72.5
-Re-StaUrant cook 71 72.5
Singer in a nightclub 74.5 74
Filling station attendant 74.5 75
Dockworker 81.5 77.5
Railroad section hand 79.5 77.5
Night watchman 81.5 77.5
Coal miner 77.5 77.5
Restaurant waiter 79.5 80.5
Taxi driver 77.5 80.5
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Appendix B (Continued

1947 1963

Occupation

Farm hand 76 83

Janitor 85.5 83

Bartender 85.5 83

Clothes presser in a laundry 83 85

Soda fountain clerk 84 86

Sharecropper 87 87

Garbage collector 88 88

Street sweeper 89 89

Shoe shiner 90 90

SOURCE: Robert W. Hodge, Paul M. Siegel, and Peter H. Rossi, "Occupation-

al Prestige in the United States, 1925-1963," American Journal of

Sociology, LXX (November 1964), 290-292.
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MEASURFMENT AND APPRAISAL OF COMPETENCIES

I am grateful for the opportunity to present this position paper at

The National Seminar on Research in Occupational Education at the North
Carolina State University and to express some ideas about evaluation and
particularly about the measurement and appraisal of competencies in oc-

cupational education. Because it seems to me that the meaSurement and
appraisal of competencies is basic to ne planning of our entire education-

al program and to the progress of the industrial and social growth of our

Nation, my first reaction upon receiving the invitation to present a posi-

tion paper was to prepare a detailed analysis and interpretation of what

might and should be done in this area of occupational education research,

This would have included information bas'c to all research and the statis-

tical treatment of data rather than a consideration of competencies that

should be striven for on various educational -Hvels and in preparation for

success in employment. Because information on research techniques is read-

ily available and those engaged in research are well informed my second

thought was to point up some of my reactions to experimentation in the

area of measurement and appraisal of competencies rather than to discuss

techniques or methodology.

Introduction

It is th:: u'loose of our educational system to provide the most ef-

ficient aria ctive educational program that can possibly be provided

for all pele tf:rms of their atkilities, needs, aptitudes, and aspira-

tions, The Vc-,:onal Education Act states this purpose -jth specific

reference to the improvement and expansion of the vocational education

program. It is, therefore, the duty of those 'engaged in education and
particularly in occupational education, to assist in the careful guidance

of each individual toward.an.area_ofeducation and employment in which su:-

cess car achieved, and which will provide the means and satisfactions
necessa t the American way of life, The careful selection and guidance
'of indivduals for and toward occupational careers, and training for thesa

careers, is not Only a safeguard to these individuals in terms of their own
time and satisfaction, but provides for the efficierkcy of the occupational

education program in relation to instruction, the development of meaning-

ful curriculum design, the adjustment of the methodology of instruction,

effective and efficient.administrative planning, and the economic, social,
industrial, and technological progress of our Nation.

The Broadening Concept of Vocatialal Education

If we are to accept the hypothesis that almost without exception

everyone can be trained, th6, 2veryone needs to be tnained, and that ev-

eryone can be guioed, counwied, and motivated toward occupational train-
ing and job placement, -;ust knoW what each individual can be trained-
for and what the capaclf. end the needs- of each individual are. With
t!-is knowledge, guidance Y:ward specific educational goals becomes mean-
ingful and realistic.



InveStigation relative to job requirements indicates that occupation-al training,in single trades can no longer be a separate kind of education-al Offering isolated from other areas of instruction, but must be consideredas a part of a whole in which instruction in efficient industrial practiceand realistic job training is an integral part of all occupational educa-tion., The apparent ineffectiveness of education in many instanccs has beenblamed on the division of discipline:: into separate categories, The edu-cational process, in order to meet the needs of ow- modern technologicalsociety, must be based on the inter-relationship
c one discipline to an-other and the relationship of various types c suLaect matter to each other .rather than on a series of separate subject areas.

Vocational education, as such, has been thought of as training for aspecific saleable skill. Highly specialized areas of each trade are chang-ing so rapidly, however, that in addition to specific skills necessary toperform the existing job reauirements of a trade, backgrounds must be broadenough to provide for the flex.ibility of the - rker to adjust to ever chang-ing job requirements.
Traditional definitions and requirements of vocation-al education must be changed ,or.modified to allow for-sociological and tech-nical change. Unfortunately our educational programs continue to concen-trate on the development of particular trade skills rather than on the de-velopment of a combination of skills and characteristics that contribute toproductive employment
During interviews with employers in'the preparationof evaluation and appraisal materials for the Norwalk (Connecticut) Studyemployer after employer gave workers poor ratings because of their person-al inadequacies rather than because of their inability.to perform the workfor which they were hired. The job requirements for each of the generaloccupational areas used in the preparation of materials for the NorwalkStudy were broad and could be applied to one or more possible job opport-unities in the majority of places of employment visited.

Vocational programs typically offered have served only a limited seg-ment of our population and have offered preparation for only a small num-ber of trades_ These programs have often been narrow and appropriate tothe aspirations and abilities of or'y limited number of people Moderntechnology, communcation, and transportation are changing the scope andrequirements of specific jobt with trade areas, and, therefore, vocationaltraining, so that it can no longer be looked upon as "vocational" in theold sense but rather "occupational" training: It can no longer be lookedupon only- in terms of local needs, limits, and boundaries, but must belooked upon in terms of national and world wide occupational opportunitiesand needs as well, The measurement and appraisal of competencies must beconducted with constant reference to the broadened' objectives of occupa-tional education and training rather than to limited and narrow programsof trade training.

The Measurement and Appraisal of the Individual

Research indicates that no one characteristic or single group of char-acteristics is a drztermining factor in the success of the training of theindividual. Success of the individual in employment presents a dual chal-lenge for the researcher. The success of the worker in the eyes of the
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employer is based on the ability of tne worker to produce or perform with-
in the organizational framework of the place of employment. From the stand-
point of the worker, however, success appears 'co depend on the overall sat-
jsfaction enjoyed as a result of employment in a specific type of work.

If we are to train the individual to be "capable, suitable, or suffi-
cient for the purpose, and adequately and properly qualified" for success
in occupational work, it seems to me that we must begin with the measure-
ment and appraisal of competencies as early as possible in the life of that
individual. It is necessary, then, that such appraisal begin on the ele-
mentary level and that we watch the progress of the individual in terms of
abilities, aptitudes, changes of, interest, likes and dislikes, attitudes
toward work, and use of time, AS the individual.prodresses measurements
should be made at regular intervals so that changes and growth can be re-
corded systematically. A complete and progressive record should be used
in the analysis of the individual's needs and abilities, To be functional,
measurement should be used for the purpose of guidance toward training that
will prepare individuals to meet and adjust to varied job requirements and
situations in occupational areas which are within the range of their abili-
ties. If the growing employment needs of industry are to be met by occupa-
tional education it is also essential that the training and selection of
workers for employment he based on the extent to whith each individual can
be trained for productive work in a specific trade or occupational area of
work. A further consideration should be the extent to which the:indivi-
dual can socially, emotionally, and physically adjust to the present and
ever changing requirements of a specific type of work, locally, nationally
or wherever employment may exist, These considerations cannot be made with-
out objective evidence and a cumulative record of social, emotional, mental,
and physical changes.

Although the need for skilled workers in the traditional trades still
exists, the nature of skills required to perform a particular job has, in
many instances, changed from the performance of a tool process to the in-
sertion of a tape and the pushing of a button or the pulling of a lever.
Our changing technology has brought about new and sophisticated jobs, and
demands that the individual be trained in diversified competencies which
will make the transfer of job skills from one occupation to another possi-
ble_ Changes in job requirements are an ever increasing threat to the em-
ployment needs of industry and to the security of the worker.

Because of the growth of automation, a number of less demanding jobs
have disappeared or are disappearing in production processes. Jobs in less
demanding occupations available to those with limited ability would now
seem to fall in the service ocCupations group where the demand seems to be
increasing. 0e again, a general type of training and preparation seems
to be necessary rather than training which appro ches the actual develop-
ment of skills. It is necessary for the researcher in occupational educa-
tion to discover those competencies needed to satisfactorily perform the
duties of workers in the various trade and occupational areas thro-gh re-
search in these occupational areas. Through realistic analysis of needed



competencies on the one hand, and an appraisal of competencies of poten-
tial workers on the othe-, the basis for effective and efficient trairing
programs can be established This type of information should be funda-
mental to the determination of course content, course length, methods of
instruction, the selection of equipment, and the nature of the facilities
to be used., Just as this informtion can be rsed in the determination of
program design, a reverse procedure in research design can be applied to
the same type of data gathe-ed during or at the end of training, or both,
for the purpose of program evaluation,

Measurement and Apprasal Instr.uments

Tf measurement and appraisal of individual competencies is to be meal-
jngful, it must be accomplished w-th the individual learner as the prime
considertion, rathe- than the course of study, the curriculum, the plant,
the school, or the adm'Inlstrat,on Too often we set out to evaluate the
effectiveness of instruction 7n the blacksmith shop where there are no
horses to be shod Instruments -For qeasucement and appraisal in occupa-
tional trajn-ng and emp]oyment must be developed for use with all ayes,
and for all levels of physical and mental development. Reference ls made
here to forms to be us'ed by the occupational educator rather than the clin-
ical psychologist Existing forms are often formidable and complicated.
These forms cause testing or appra-sal to be a harrowing experience parti-
cularly.to those with reading difficulties, language barriers, or to those
who have not been recently exposed to evaluative instruments, Experience
with various standard-zed aptitude tests administered to high school stu-
dents during research experiments and in regular testing programs has re-
vealed extreme diffioulty on the part of these students in following com-
p-icated directions Jnd in reading the instructions as well as in realing
the questions The development and standardization of simple specialized
instruments to te used at regular intervals for the purpose of developing
competency profiaes seems to be badly needed, Data obtained in resarch
as a result of using tests that cannot be understood by those being meas-
ured is useless data although it has been used on many occasions in-im-
pressive tables and voluminous repo-t

To be effectiqe, the development of sophisticated research relative
to the appraisal of competencies must be based on the abilities, aptitudes,
interests, and needs of the individual, not at the present time alone but
on the potential of the individual to grow to the full extent of his capa-
bilities_ The development of occupational skills, desirable attitudes,
social groWth, and the ability of the individual to adjust to varied con-
ditions of employment are constantly changing facto-s As such, they call
for continued measurement and apvaisal throughout school life, training,
and employment. Once again the use of forms and tooTs of measurement which
would provide a progressive scale, or profile representing the individual's
place in relation to the satisfaction of specific job needs or even broader
occupati.onal needs would seem highly desirable.

If the vocess of evaluation is to be mean ngful in terms of the goals
of education, and speci'lcally occupational education, its purpose cannot



be that of screening, that is "screening out," but rather the discovery

of abilities, aptitudes, and interests which may be developed in an in-

dividual to equip him for a kind of work in which he can be successful

and which will enable him to be a well adjusted, contributing, and pro-

ductive member of society. Thus, the development of instruments for eval-

uation, or the selection of existing measurement tools for the evaluation

of competencies implies the existence of a program of guidance. The pro-

gram must be such that the findings of research can be applied to the

placement of the individual in a program of occupational training that

will be efficient and effective in terms of the individual, in terms of

the administration, instruction, methodology and economics of the train-

ing program and in terms of the needs of industry, It becomes apparent

that curriculum evaluation and development cannot be separated from the

appraisal and evaluation of individual competencies and that neithe- can

be accomplished withou, an analysis of job requirements and the develsp-

ment of criterion measures based on these requirements.

Predictive Testing

The effectiveness of a progiam of occupational education may be said

to be in direct relationship to the core with which students are selected

for the program. If this hypothesj:. is true, then the development or selec-

tion of tools for selection of students for training, based on correlation

with success at the end of a training program and in actual occupational

employment is necessary. The problem of evalhating competencies then poses
the pro5lem of determining those characteristics which an individual should
and must possess to be considered employable, or to go a step further, to

be successful as an employee on a specific job level in a given trade or

occupation, It 's therefore the function and perhaps the obligation of re-

searchers in occupational education to develop criterion measures for each

of the various occupations, trade areas, or occupational clusters. The

purpose of these criteria would be their use as a basis for the placement
of individuals in occupational training programs for specific trades or oc-

cupational areas, and in employment best suited to their abilities and in-

terests.

The evaluation and as..2ssment of competencies as a phase of the pupil

selection process for programs of occupational education has been used in

schools and school systems throughout the country for the purposes cf screen-

ing, prediction, and guidance. Although tLs collection and analysis of data
relative to achievement on standardized forms has been used in screening,
prediction, eind guidance there seems to be little evidence of the use of

these data in correlation with objective criterion measures for success in

occupational training or in specific areas of trade training. In thr.,_ Nor-

walk Study however criterion measures were developed to determine weaknes-
ses, strengths and growth of the individual, at the beginning of the trai
ing, during training, and at the end of training and during employment.

Thcse measures were of the questonnaire-rating scale variety and provided

a p-ofile sheet_ on WHch several profiles could be drawn for comparison.
Criteria were established as a result of a study of employers' ratings of

employee n several different occupational areas. These areas included



various job titles which were grouped as clerical, mechanical and agricul-tural, and medical and food services. In the Connecticut Vocational Studyon predictive testing, performance tests were developed as criterion meas-ures by panels of experts in trade,electricity and machine shop. These in-struments were developed in two parts. The actual pe-""ormance part wasdeveloped to provide controlled conditions and equipment seL;-ups. The theo-ry part of the instrument was of the written objective
achievement test form_

Up to the present time, there seems to have been only limited investi-gation concerning the predictive value of standardized measurement instru-ments in occupational training or in specific occupational areas, and lit-tle research done relative to the development of tests specifically designedas predictive measures for use in the guidance of students toward, or awayfrom, specific areas of occupational instruction_

It must be emphasized that a major concern in the selection or deveTop-ment of predictive testing instruments for use in occupational education isthat of providing data which may be used in the guidance of the student t)-ward an occupational career in which 7,-uccess may be achieved and failureprevented through the discovery of potential for competency in a specificoccupation or occupational area

Although various procedures for sci-eening and selection for occupation-al training have been used throughout the country, at the present time thereseems to be no specific achievement or aptitude test, occupational inventorj,check list, measuring device, or combination of these which is completelysatisfactory as a predictive instrument. The results of limited reseach inoccupational education relative to screening and predictive testing 'seemto indicate, however, that certain knowledges, skills, aptitudes, and 'per-sonality traits are necessary for success 7n a majority of occupations, andthat ability in certain areas of knowledge and certain aptitude, are essen-tial for success in specific occupational areas

Techniques of objective selection applicable to occupational training,therefore, should and must be used as a part of our educational program. Ifsatisfactory instruments and criteria do not exist it becomes obligatory foroccupational educators to develop these instruments through research, It ishopec: that through the use of objective measurement and appraisal, individual.ailure in training programs, the number of high school drOpouts, and 'ossesto our nation's labor force will be reduced.

The purpose of testing in occupational education, then, is that of pro-viding one of the types of info'rmation that may be used with other data ineither predicting success of the ildividual in a particular area of train-ing, or in the guidance of the individual toward an occupation or vocation.Test scores should be used only as a supplement to the structured interview,the interest inventory, work appraisal profile, anecdotal records, medicaliecords, and school marks Discovery of the abilities, weaknesses, and po-tential of the individual Through aptitude testi.ng provides informationwhich is valuable and necessary to the satisfactory placement of the indi-vidual in a program of occupational traning. The aptitude test, however,
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is not a panacea. Used alone it may be misleading, and may provide data,

which will, through its use or misuse, be harmful to the individual, detri-

mental to the overall success of the instructional program, and costly to

the employer. Tests may be too verbal for the poor reader, too advanced

in design and content for those with limited backgrounds, too confusirp to

those who lack academic interest and drive, and often are interpreted\in

terms of differing backgrounds and experiences. It cannot be denied by,

those engaged in the measurement and appraisal of competencies that psyClio-

metrics ar'e an invaluable ajd in the analysis and interpretation of the needs

of a given population, or of an individual, and in turn in the development

and adjustment of programs, the provision of facilities, the assignment of

personnel, and most important, the educational and occupational guidance of

the individual Psychological tests, however, should not be used as sole

determinants to decision-making in occupational education either in the

guidance and placement of the indivdual in education or employment, or in

program buil ding or development. Just as the stethoscope, the X-ray, anc

the electro-cardiograph are used by the physician, the psychological or

standardized test or measuring instrument should be used by the educator

as one of several indicators of symptoms in an overall pattern.

The use of testing in occupational education to be meaningful and prof-

itable must be the result of a real and defined need or purpose, objective

analysis of the characteristics of the population to be tested, objective

consideration of the instruments to be used, and careful planning in terms

of factors of test administration which may in some way effect the objecti-

vity of the test results.

In the development of research design where testing is to be used, or

in planning an experimental program of testing, test results obtained ehould

be meaningful and purposeful. They should be used to indicate possible suc-

cess of the individual in terms of job performance or job requirements, in

school, training, or during employment. They may be used to establish no-ms

or in comparative studies to compare groups but they must be used in rela-

tion to a specific purpose_ It is simple to conclude that intelligence

quotients are likely to correlate with successful performance in almost any

occupational or vocational area_ However, research has indicated that this

is not always the case. Similarly, it is simple to conclude that a given

test will test what its name purports it will test. This, tco, is not al-

ways the case.

If tests are to be used we must ask ourselves what the reason for-test-

ing is. It is obvious that the administration of any test will result in a

series of test scores and that some will be high and some will be low, These

scores, however, have little meaning in placing an individual unless they are

used in relation to a specific desired ability or a'speciio st(--.udard or re-

quirement.

If tests are to be used, we mHst ask ourselves what specific character-

istics we are looking for and then thrcugh careful analysis and interpreta-

tion of reports and standardizat'on procedures, use those test forms which

seem to be most valid and reliable in the discovery of those specific char-

acteristics. We must constantly be alert to the fact that the name of a
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test does not necessarily indicate its valu, ,n the discovery of an aty, skill, or aptitude

If tests ae to be used we must be well aware of the cultural arH edJ-cational cnaracteristics of the individual, or individuals to be tested aidselect or develop instruments that will on the reading level or compre-hension level of those.individuals. If Lesting is to be beneficial in meas-urement and evaluation, the importance and necessity of practical researchbefore deciding on which tests to use and how these tests are to be inter-
preted cannot be overestimated. Although uniformity is desired reading andinterest levels vary and the evaluative instruments must be designed in termsof the individuals for whom the instruments are to be used; in other words,those whose competencies are to be appraised or evaluated_ Particular co-sideration must be made to prevent discrimination by carefully selecting, and

.

avoiding tests which are slanted toward middle or select income groups Theform of a test may be discriminatory to some with limited backgrounds andlanguage barriers but not necessarily with limited ability to'successfullyperform a production t
. process, Tests can be developed fci, researcipurposes which can be administered both to the reader and to the non-reader,to the culturally advantaged and to the culturally disadvantaged, and tothose who speak English, and to those with language difficulty: There ishowever no standard pattern of individual.. ability or of industrial needswhich will permit the use of the exact same test forms in all situationsand for all individuals in all geographic areas, Although some tests maybe useable in the measurement of individual abilities in most situatie7'sand in most geographic areas, there is little evidence that any test pack-

age can be recommended as valid in all situations because of the differences
in educational rF.:quirements, p-ocedures, and offerings, geographic areas,and cultural backgrounds.

If tests are to be used we must consider the administrative problemsinvolved in both indivridual and group testing. We must be constantly awareof the limitations of the majority of educators in the practice of clinicalpsychology. If psychological appraisal of an individual is indicated wemust make provisions for appraisal by a clinical psychologist, Pvchologi-cal appraisal should not be attempted by unqualified persons. The admini-tration of tests to individuals or groups presents probles of time, space,programming, and administration, Practical experience in the.,.u,sepftand-
ardized forms in experimental predictive testing and screet)Th'0"has revealEda lack of efficiency in their administration and a lack of interest andtraining on the part of administrat--s and proctors, Experience has indi-cated that in order to, counteract the effects of negative attitudes andlack of training on the part of administrators and proctors, special orier-
tation materials must be developed for use in experiments or research in-volving large samples. These materials include staff orientation materialsin addition to information coiered during orientation meetings, materialsto be read to students prior to t'sting, specific and detailed explanationsof testing procedres in aedition to those provided in standardized testpackets, and actuO step by step instructions to be followed by administra-tors and proctorsduring the testing period. In order to preserve the ob-
jectivity of grouip testing it is highly desirable to provide trained proc-



tors to adminiter tests. Where the size of the sam0e is too large for

this, close supervision by the research sta., is needed. Test results are

meaningless unless the conditions of administration are conducive to the

preservation of their objectivity. Administering unsuitable tests, inef-

ficient administration of tests, improper use of test results, or testing

in situations where objectivity is lost defeat efforts toward measurement

and appraisal.

The development of new and simple data gathering devices having high

validity and reliability may stimulate the measurement and appraisal of

competencies and may result in the development of highly sophisticated re-

search which might be extremely difficult with existing instruments..

is not the purpose of this paper to present fully information rela-

tive to the development and use of data gathering instruments; but rather

to describe briefly their possible use aud misuse and to make a plea for

the scientific cod ob,y.Ictive use of existing instruments in occupational

education research, and for the development of new or impoved researTh

instruments where the need is indicated

There has been limited use of the structured interview in research

relative to the measurement and appraisal of competencies in occupation-

al education research. This instrument hos
particular value in the ap-

praisal of attitudes and interests and has been used in several recent

studies of educational programs such as the Baltimore Vocational Study and

the Yonkers Study to determine the advisability of making changes in policy

which would affect the occupational training program of that city. Its use

in research demands that it be as carefully designad and constructed as the

standardized test. In its construction extreme care should be given to con-

tent in terms of the objectives of the study and the data needed; As in the

use of tests the objectivity of the structured interview can be lost as a

result of careless and unprofessional administration;
This seems to be the

most serious limitation in the conduct of research in the area of occupation-

al education. Questions to be used and actual interview procedures must he

clear and definite co that objectivity is maintained if several intervie,Aers

become engaged in the datz gathering process. Data obtained as a result, of

using the structured interview should be tabulated on special check lists

developed Specifically for this 'purpose. Because cf the nature of some re-

search studies: and the use to which the data is to b-,a put, it is advisable

to improve the objectivity of this instrument by using more than one inter-

view, and interviewer in the administration of the questions for the purpose

of comparing and anAlyzing different sets of responses,

The use of the interest inventory in the appraisal of interests seemed

to have little value-in the Connecticut Study on Predictive Testing Its

limited value in this stuy, and other research in the appraisal of competen-

cies is caused by the short duration of its vc:Aidity in reflecting interests_

The value of the interest inventory then seemu to lie -in its use as,the basis

for the interview rather than as_ an independent research instrument' in some

studies. Research experience indicates that it may be used however in the

collection of data relative to the interests of individ-la-!s or individual
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groups according to age levels, geographic areas, school classes, or othe-
groups having homogeneity. Therefore, careful consideration should be giv-
en to the use of the interest inventory as a resLarch tool.

School marks as a determinant or variable in research presents serious
problems because of their general subjectivity and the absence of standard-
ized procedures i.i marking, many researchers have used averaged sLe:ect
marks in the analysis of competency studies: Although this is being done
at the pr4sent time in the second phase of the Connecticut study to deter-
mine proficiency in various subject ars, it can result in a compounding
of subjective judgments and th,_ tabulation of spurious data.

Although school marks have been used as variables in occupational re-
search involv:ng the study of competencies, there seems ,to be limited evi-
dence of the use of shop records or objective measurement or observation
of actual shop performance The individual work appraiS1 profile develop-
ed as a result of objective observation and measurement has been used in
local educational programs, and -in professional and non-professional em-
ployment for the purpose of appraising competencies, GrOwth, and the rating
of attitudes, skills, and performance tas been successfully accomplished
through the development and use of-instruments of this type. Such a de-
vice, suggested by committees of vocational educators in New York State,

now being constructed for use in the New York State predictive_testing
study, The development of carefully- planned and designed Work appraisal
profiles and performance check lists would contribute to the measurement
and appraisal of competencies in exploratory courses, training programs,
and employment. The work appraisal profile and the ,objectiVe observation
check list is invaluable in the appraisal of i-he ability of\the individua
to work with small objects rather than large, to work in a standing posi-
tion rather than a sitting position, and to work on repetitiVe rather thapi
individual proCesses,

\

Competencies depEnd on all of those factors which influence the abil-
ty to successfully perform work to be accomplished The questionnaire has
been used extensively to investigate factors which may have bearing on c3M-
petencies in a. majority of studies. It is probably the most widey used
instrument and as such has been the most abused, As an instruMent for use
in gathering data otherwise unobtainable it can be most effective and itsvalue indisputable, It has particular value or application iHsurvey studies
where opinions and attitudes are being sought. In the recent Baltimore Vo-
cational Study, questionnaires were used in connEetion with interviews to
discover those factors which might have influence on pupil attitudes re];_-
ting to trade subjects and course offerings, In the Yonkers (New York) VO-
cationai Study three questonnaires were used for this purpose, Question-
naires were prepared for parents, pupils, and former pupils in this study.
Although the use of these instruments provided valuable information their
value might have been appreciab"?y increased throuDii more effici--mt adminis-
tration, As with other data gathering instrumepts, the value of tne ques-
tionnaire can be totally nullified by poor planring, extreme complexity,
excess wording, and superfluous questions, It can be abused by those who
would use it to the exclusion of other means of gathering data and by those
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who, because of lack of understand.ng cf research pra tice, would be care-

less in its administration_

Examination of the characteristics of the various research tools used

in collecting data would suggest then that specif1c instruments be devel-

oped 10r measurement and appraisal of competencies where appropriate in-

struments do not sem to exist. In special instances, it is necessary to

construct data gathe ring instruments for use in a specific experiment in

specific area, or for a spec,fic need. It is also suggested that there be

special training for those engaged in occupational research so that res-

pect for the methodology of resear,:h may be developed and an understanding

of research practices may be employed in research pro,;ects_ Too-often we

have been hampered in our resea..-ch attempts by the lack of understanding

on the part of those assistina in the handling cf data gathering instru-

ments or even in the handling of data which has been gathered.

Practical considerations must be made in the development of any re-

search design relatiYe to the background of those being studied in terms

of culture, Schooling, maturity, social aJjustment, and psychological ad-

justment. Because the need for practical considerations, in themselves,

is an overali'consideration in research design, the importance of each of

the factors mentioned suggests the need for ir depth study of these factcws

as they may affect the competencies of individuals or groups of individua's

It is reasonable to assume that a study of the cultural backgrounds of two

groups of students may reveal differences in their ability to perform a

given type of work,: It is also reasonable to assume that the maturity of

the student has a direct relationship to his competencies in occupational

work or in the performance of a given task_ Work is being done in this

area at the University. of Toledo, If we are to measure ano appraise coal-

petencies we must also measure those factors which affect the development

of those competencies.

In order to preserve the objectivity of any study of competencies

consideration should be made relative to the conditions under which the

study will be conducted, and to the selection of subjects to be studied°

Factors such as differences in teaching staff, facilities, machines, equi.)-

ment,:and materials which may be used in training, or in the actual re-

search study itself may introduce problems relative to objectivity. The

appropriateness of age, Axperience, general abilities, interests, and at-

titudes in the subjects In terms of the study being made must be.carefully

considered in the preParation of research design. his is particularly.true

in experimental studies. In studies in which the distrbution of the popu-

lation or the occupational opportunities may have an effect on the compe-

tence or placement of those with competencies in employment, a demographic

analysis of the community is often necessary. In such studies, serious con-

side-e.tion should be given to the reliability of the sourceS from which data

can be obtained_

We have been concentrating on the measurement of indiv;dual competen-

cies, however, the importance and the implications bf the measurement and
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appraisal of competencies of large populations cannOt beNunderestimated ir
the development of a- program of occupational education. The nature of an3
given population is that of its combikted members rather thanNthat of single
individuals. In measuring-and apprai/sing the abilities, aptiiiides, inter-
ests, and capabilities of the-individual we are supplying the neceksaryir-
forMation for an analysis of the characteristics of an entire population.
In researchAesign involving large populations, it is necessary to deter-
mine the purpose and scope of the_study and to strictly adhere to gather-
ing information and_data which will provide needed answers to problems and
will be pertinent to the purpose of the investigation. Measurement and
appraisal of competencies can be approached from the standpoint of study-
ing the individual; or group of individuals, either through the qualitative
or subjective survey method in .which the general competencies, attitudes,----ThRS'are studied such as.case studies-of individuals, or surveys simi-
lar to the Wilmington, Baltimore,-and Yonkers StUdies, or the quantitative
and experimental method in which statistical data is collected for large
group studies, matched groups, or in which controlled samples are compared
after exposure to different experiences such as the Minnesota and Connect-
cut testing studies, or experimental studies'inVolving the comparative val-
ues of teaching techniques.

In experimental studies involving the development of competencies and
the measurement and appraisal of these competencies, determinant variables
or.intra-procedural factors are often detrimental to the objectivity of
the resulting data. It is essential that these factors be controlled by
careful planning of procedures in reference to uniform exposure of subjects
i-n the experiment to units of instruction, instructional_periods, and work
or test periods. Experimental conditions of learning or measurement-fhb-aid--
be equal in all-ph-ases--cif such studies. Experimental studies or studies of
pupil progress conducted in an area of occupational training should be car-
ried out in a single shop to assure the similarity in spacial relations of
machines to the subject, and the similarity of the adjustive movements nec-
essary to perform particular machine operations. Variations in scheduling
or time intervals between instruction and testing or between testing or re-
testing of individuals or groups participating in an experiment, can ser-
iously affect the objectivity of the data obtained. The importance of
scheduling, or order of procedures, in relation to interest span, memory,
and fatigue is an important consideration in all experimentation and has
particular application to experimentation in the development of the ad-
vanced skills. The measurement of competencies may also.be affected by
instrumentation or instrument decay. The change in attitudes, or of the
physical condition of those engaged in observing or in rating, or the use
of two different observers for each of two observations, would.possibly
result in a non-Objective set of data.. Experimentation can also be serious-
ly handicapped by the mortality,of subjects resulting from school dropouts,
transfer, illness, change of class, promotion, or change of job or vocation.
This factor is of extreme importance in small sample studies in which groups
are being compared or in which there has been controlled samPling. The
careless selection of a sample for a study can have a negative effect on the
results because of bias resulting from similarity training, backgrounds, or
interests.
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Studies may be longitudinal
such as the

Minnesota Study and the Con-
necticut Study where the final purpbse is the

study of-growth over a per-
iod of years, or

where-mathematical -skills of a.group of ninth grade pu-
oils are compared with ability in these same skills at the end of the
group's twelfth year. :They may be latitudinal

to discover skills Or abili-
ties of a particular group at a given time such as a study of the ,ability
of twelfth grade machine shop students to turn a taper to a given set of
dimensions. Studies in the measurement and appraisal of group competenc-
ies can also be

cross-sectional., cutting across an entire
given.popplation

to discover the range of skill .or ability in a group and thus the ability
of those at each end of the curve or scale. The measurement and aPpraisal
of competencies is fundamental to the analysis'of needs upon which all edu-
cational planning must be based and can be

accomplished through a variety
of methods

and techniques
properly used by competent research experts, :Conclusion

Occupational education must allow for rapidly changing technologies
by providing broad backgrounds designed to develop flexibility on the part
of the individual. In order to prepare the individual

for employment and
to meet the needs of business and industry, educational programs must be
based on the measurement and appraisal of the competencies of the indivi-
dual. The measurement of these competencies should be accomplished through
the use of all available

research methods and
techniques. Where research

instruments do not exist to meet tne needs of
measurement and appraisal,

special instruments should be developed. It would seem that the value of
measurement in this area would be enhanced by the creation of a data bank
consisting of a progressive record of each individual's growth and prolgress

in the
development of abilities and skflls. Measurement and appraisal of

competencies however will be weak and possibly meaningless if the instru-
ments used are inadequate and the researchers using them are not trained
in the

methodology-of research._ The measurement and
aprafsai-of-com;.---

petencies has
implications for the' guidance of the individual, instruc-

tional method, program planning, school administration, and the economic
growth and

stability.of our Nation,
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EVALUATION OF OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION

"Jdentification and Measurement
of Student Output Variables"

Section J - General Perspectives

Evaluation is a very broad term and there are many possible pathwaysto,take in a discussion. of it. Therefore a useful discussion calls forsome delimitation. The limits used in this paper may not be tne most use-ful ones for. all purposes but they will serve to focus this particulardiscussion.

First, this discussion will deal with the problems of evaluation de-signed for managerial decision making rather than experimental research.The decision maker needs to know if his
instructions have been followedand if his

instructions have obtained the resultt he anticipated. Theexperimental research worker wants:to knoW if one method gives differentresults from another: The experimental researcher emphasizes the statis-tical significance of the difference. The manager
emphasizes consistencywith expectation. The researcher is:interested in details; the manageris primarily

interested in the end product and only uses detail steps whennecessary to obtain.clear
measures. In general', experimental design eval-uations are not satisfactory

for managerial decision because they are toosporadic and because they take the detail:out of the normal operating.-complex, They'are not only
unsatisfactory, but they are difficult toadminister because they can only be obtained by disturbing the normal rou-

tine of operation. The importance of this point is that it frees this dis-cussion from any excessive allegiance to experimental aesign, which occu-
. pies so much of the attention of educational

research workers.

Managerial decision making calls for the:flow of eValuative facts fromthe point of operation, the pupil and his
responses, back to the manager.Thus management consists of a two-way stream

One branch of the streammoves instructions;
ordees, policies from top management dOwn to the work-er and the return branch carries information back .on what happened to the -

product. This information flow needs to be continuous,
or, at least, atregular intervals, The return flow of information is.the prod that keepsmanagement on its, toes, since itis continually turning up failures in

,
meeting.expectations, Which require specal consideration or when the ex-'pectation is met gives manageMent

the satisfaciton of knowing it has donea good job.

In many cases an educational
manager can secure useful evaluationsfrom teacher

observe:ions.,and teacher grades. He uses anything that willhelp him make better decisions. The scientist wants to restrict his at-tention to items that will contribute to scientific knowledge, i.e., in-formation that can be depended upon for generalizations.
Thus the needsof managers and research workers are different, although the manager shouldinclude in his thinking the actual findings of research.



Institutional Purpose

One of the problems in evaluation is the difficulty of establishing
the purpose of the institution being evaluated. .Much evaluation and man-
agement theory has been developed in private industry and then transfer7
red to public institutions. Perhaps one shoUld say-that the transfer has
been attempted, because many of the transfers have not been successful.
Some of these 4ifficulties have arisen because the interested persons
failed to recognize that private industry has a clear-cut, easily defined
purpose, the making of profits, and public institutions have loosely de-
fined purposes that may change as the society changes. If successful
transfers are to be made, the purposes of the institutions must be clari-
.fied. The area of vocational education is no exception.

In the early days of vocational education, say in the 1920-30 period,
the proportion of the youth graduating from high school was less than 30
perCent. Since over half the youth had good .qualificationsto"be.skilled
workers, there were many not completing high school who had the desired
qualifications: A simple and logical step was to create'an institution
.to teach specific.skills, rather than the already established academic
program. The best of those not attracted to the academic program could
be admitted to this new vocational school. The success of the school could
be'established by showing that the graduates were sought by employers and
did in fact become good workers.

The success of the school depended on:

1. A curriculum that prepared the individual fora
specific job cluster.

2. The selection of individuals suitable for both the
curriculum and the jobs.

3. Frequent use of individualized teaching methods, a
close personal relationship between the vocational
pupil and his teacher. .

The sucCess of this early vocational school program contributed to
and supplemented a general trend toward a revolution in educational think-
ing.

s already noted, in the 1920's less than 30 percent finished high
school. Those who finished high school, including thost in the vocational
programs, secured better jobs and appeared to lead more satisfying lives
than those who did not. The result was a continuing pressure on everyone
to complete high school, and now, in recent years, to continue in techni-
cal institutes and colleges. As the proportion finishing high school in-
creased, the character of the School changed. The number of students ex-
actly suited for the vocational courses were limited, but the number want-
ing to continue increased. The result was a tendency. to admit the stu-
dents to tnese programs who did not fit the curriculums or the job clus-
ters. Some vocational schools were reduced to dumping grounds for pupils
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who wanted to continue, butmere obviously incapable of academic work.

The result was a change in logical purpose which was not always recog-

nized by those directing the vocational schools.

The purpose of this, paper it,not to give a history of vocational.edu-

cation, but. to providethe essential informatian necessary-far_valuation.

The reason or this diversion into history is to illustrate the fact that

It is not always easy to define the logical purpose of an institution. The

purpose'of the early vacational schools was to'train selected.suitable in-

dividualt-for Certain job-clusters, The success of the institution, by.

extending the demand for such training to groups of pupils not suited for

existing curriculums or job-clusters,' changed the logical .. nature of,the

institutions and made the traditional e7aluative.measures obsolete.;

What Are.the Lo ical Pur oses of Vocational-Technical

Education Today?.
-\

For the purposes of this paper it is not necessary to specify a sing'ev

present day purpose cf vocational education but rather to indicate the range

of possible purposes that may be selected by individual institutions and to

show the ways in which evaluation has to adjust to purpose.

Certainly the. traditional goals are-still acceptable for some institu-

tions, Selected suitable individuals'need training for specific jobs. How-

ever, there is also obvious need for occupational training that will accept

poorly qualified workers and bring them up to the quality needed by-indus-

try for the defined job-cluster. Thus some institutiont are likely U'have

, the goal of producing well qualified Workers out of persons who, in tradi7

tional schools, would have been considered nonadmistable.

Input-Output

The discussion thus far forces us to recognize thatimportant varia-

bles are present at both ends of the school operation, The inputs vary.

The school contribution is a substantial part of the gain between input and

output and few outputs are good eValuative measures by themselves. Thus

the discussion must cover both student input variables and student output

variables,.because some vocational schools are likely to be admitting dif-

ferent kinds of students and expecting to bring them to a common output

quality by the use of variable curriculums, while others will be admitting

different kinds of students and expecting them to become different end-

products, even though the treatments (curriculums) may be alike.

Everyone knows that students vary. Some are good readers, some are

poor, some are willing to learn abstract concepts and some want to con-

fine their activities to the immediate*and the practicaL Evaluation calls

for a very clear picture of the nature of-th'e variations because the:im-

portant variables-must be identified and considered in valid evaluations.

Much of the latent resistance to evaluation in education is the lack of

validity in many evaluative assertions, Teachers have seen evaluations

that did not coincide with their inner feelings, and,:sometimes, the

teachers have been vindicated by subsequent events. To insure that this
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paper will ultimately offer practical proposalS,.some time must be de-
voted to describing the nature of student variability evc,!n.though all-are
familiar with its existence. A more precise description; at this point,
will insure a common base of understanding for persons usina the paper.

.Human variability comes from three kinds of forces:

I. Heredity. Eath individual is-born with a sort of
blueprint that defines his reactions to the environ-
ments,he contacts.

2. Environment. Every individual responds to his
-surrounding's.

3. Accidents or ChanCe. Some good things and some bad
thincs kappen to individuals accidentally. In one
sense these are elements of heredity Gr environment
but in many situations it is simpler to think of them
as a third category because they happen without an
apparent nonchance causal system.

Perhaps the most important point for the educator to keep in mind is
that education is part of the environment and that the product of educa-
tion, the mature adult, is a result of the interaction of these three
forces. The part of the environment that is under the control of the edu-
cational institution is limited, and all the other forces impinging on the
individual are uncontrollable from the educational point of view. The edu--
cator can try to correct for certain hereditary or environmental factors!,
but he must accept the student as he comes to the institution. In prac-'

tice, some occupational training institutions refuse to accept students
with unsatisfactory heredity or pastenvironment, but current national
policy is demanding that some suitable educational institution be avail-
able for everyone, and occupational education as a total movement must
accept this more difficult assignment even though isolated institutions
may escape from it.

,The fact that development of the individual is .an interaction between
heredity and environment carries an important corollary for the educator.
This is that one cannot design a curriculum and predict how all students
will react to it unless one knows the heredity and prior environment of
all students. Thus, if a curriculum is designed for persons who handle
mathematical concepts easily, a person lacking this capacity will probab-
ly fail in it. Or a curriculum designed for the highly practical student,
who is happy to work with materials and loves precision handwork,mill be
poison to a slightly brain damaged person who has trouble making his hands
do what his head knows should be done.

A further point to remember is that the mature adult is not only the_
product of the school but is partly a product of the hereditary forces
that determined his pattern of maturation as well as his nonschool environ-
ment. Education is not only an instruction-learning situation but it is an
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.environment within which certain individuals wilj develop in a certain
way in accordance mith their heredity.

-Many, in fact most, students have many Similarities but the limited
variations create very significant differences. A boy may have good eye-
sight, an effective brain, good hand-eye coordination but if he has one
divergence, and that a serious one, such as an uncontrollable temper, he
will never make a good worker. The important differences tend to.be iso-
lated specifics, and the faiiure in many occupational training,programs.
is the inahilitY of the educational institution to ok;ercome the isolated
handicaps. Thus, in lookingat the potential entrants to an oCcupationar
training program, one should classify the prospective pupils by their
deficiencies. Thus, the first and easiest class would be those who had
no serious drawback characteristic. They are the individuals it is a
pleasure to have in class. Another easy groUp to identify are those.who
are mentally slow. Some of these will make very good end products if they
are given enough time. Another important group who may be hard to care for
are the emotionally dicturbed> 'A similarly hard group to plan tor are the
brain-damaged. ThoSe officially identified as brain-damaged by the medi7
cal profession are a very small percent of the school population,,but some
studies suggest that the group actually suffering from minimum brain damag
may run as high as 15 percent 1 This classification of kinds of students
needs to proceed until each group responds in a reasonably consistent man-
ner to the-various trainino programs designed for the different kinds of
persons. Unless 9roups are sorted in this manner it is hard to conceive
of the evaluation being precise enough to yI'eld.good facts for managerial
decision making.

The result of this classification at the time of entrance of students
into occupational training programs establishes groups oflike inuiViduals
who can be.treated to special curriculums with the.prospect of producing
an expected end product. Even when the classifications havelseen refine-d--
considerably there will be some failures in a group. The potential num--
ber of interactions between all of the heredities and all .of the environ-
ments is sc great that.no classification can hope to take all of the dif-
ferences into accuint. This proportion of failures should be relatively
stable and can be a valuable tool for management.

The basic problem of human variability for education is well.expressed
by Caspari in a recent issue-of the American Educational Research Journal.2

In this article he said:

"As far as education is concerned, acceptance of the possi-
bility of a heredity--environment interaction means, there-

1

Zeigler, Edward. "Mental Retardation: Current Issues and Approacifes."
"Child Development Research" (Hoffman & Hoffman, ediet6rs3._Russell
Sage Foundation. Vol.2, 1966, p0107.

2Caspari, Ernst. "Genetic Endowment:and Environment in the Determination
of human Behavior: Biological Viewpoint." AmerlcanrEducational Research
Journal. Vol. V.No.1, January 1968, p.54.



- fore, that for reasons inherent-in human nature a system
of education which is best for all individuals cannot be
devised.

"This is from a practical point of view adding difficul-
ties to a field which even without this oonsideration'is
sufficiently complex. The attitude has, however, the re-
deeming grace that it reeMphasizes the dignity of the in-

Ovidual. Genetically, every human being is unique, i.e.,
different from every_other human being, that eveY.
anb ever-will exis--excepting of course monozygotic twins.
This implies primarily subtle metabolic differences be-
tween individuals which, by means of differences in develop-
ment, may become.amplified into dtfferences in morphologi-
cal, physiological and mental characters. The evolutionary
past as well as the evolutionary futuresof man are depend-
ent on this genetic variability. The uniqueness of the in-
dividual will express itself in the unique way. in which it
will react to a specific environment. The,challenge to
education-appears to me to reside in the problem of how
to create eduCational methods and envirooments which will
be optimally adjusted to the needs of unique individuals.
the main _contribution which a geneticist can make to edu,
catioral research is to stress the aindamental biological
fact tnat every human being is a unique individual and that
his genetic individuality will be expressed in the way in
which he reacts to environmental and educational experiences.

Once the impact of Caspari's comments have fully reaistered, the edu-
cator realizes that he has a more difficult job than he liad previously
visualized. Where one problem seemed to exist before, two or three prob-
lems are going to be in need of solution. The newly recognized complexL
ity requires new techniques of observing and evaluatIng. The old tech-
niques of traditional operations and shrewd insights,of capable educators
will not be enough. They must be supported uy systematic control systems
and feedbacks of managerial information. No one has ready made solutions
to these problems, but research in evaluation has gone far enough to indi-
cate the general nature of the probable solutions. These will be discuSSed
briefly as abstract ideas in this first section of this paper. In Section
II soMe actual evaluation research will be described thdt gives operating
perspective on these ideas and which as a matter of fact have been the
basis for developing the ideas, and Section III will be a specific prors-
al of a system of evaluative control for occupational training.

The Need for Absolute Measurement Scales7//.

At all levels of education much of the measurement effort is relative
or comparative rather than absolute. School grades, even college grades,
tend to specify the approximate rlInk order of individuals in the work per-
formed, rather than specifying what the person is able to do.. This rank
order concept is highly refined in the acnievement tests of the elementary



school. There are certain grave dangers in too heavy a reliance on,rela-

tive measures. Unless the educator is cautious in his use of these meas-

ures he may lose sight of the minimum goals of his program. At some pOint,

dne has to look at achievement ana askwill this achievement do the job?

Perhaps the problem will be clarified by dO illustratiOn from a non-

educational field. The problems faced by a manufacturer of old fashioned

can openers gives us a reasonable illustration. An old fashioned can openir:

er requires a cutting edge, a handle and a bearing surface to catch on the

rim of the can. The angle between the bearing surface and the cutting eylge

is critical or it is difficult to get the necessary purchase to tear thVough

the cover of the can. Now suppose we had 10 manufacturers of old fashibned

can openers ,and we gave them marks A, B, C, etc. The marks might give/very

adequate comparative ratings on the strength of the metal, the convergence

of the handle, the sharpness of.the cutting edge, etc., but, if the ratings

never established the total effectiveness of the tool, the effort ()fall 10.

producers might be wasted. The critical evaluative measture is the/effect-

iveness of the completed tool. This is an absalute measure, a go,! no-go

guage in manufacturing terms.\ Even the fact that the tool will open one

can is not enough. It must stand up for opening hundreds of cans, and the

comparative difference between opening one tan and two cans is not very im-

portant. (I am using this illUstration because of a recent experience with

an old-fashioned can opener in a motel kitchenette.)

Occupational education particularly needs the discipline of setting

absolute standards, minimum prerequisites in its program, and these mini-

mums should be determined:by what 'satisfies and what does not satisfy the

employer. Similarly, clearly stated measures of capability among the-en-

trants into a program'are needed if one is to establish the actual contri-

bution of the educational institution.' Relative status of pupils at en-

trance and completion does not give a clear indication of what the school

has added.

Longitudinal Records

Since an educational institution provides an enVironment in utlich an'

individual matures one must consider the individual over a period of:time.
The individual entert the educational-institution ai one stage in develop-
ment, has certain developmental experientes and leaves at a new stage in

developMent. ThusOne individual may enter almost mature and another
thay enter at an immature.stage; In the first case.the.institution may

turn out a fine,product,. but With little effort, whilewith the immature
entrant, the final product may represent'a lot offinstitutional effort."

For evaluation, these differences are iMportant.

Another reason why longitudinal. records goingback_to the educationaL
life of the pupil are important is that some students are going to be Un-
satisfactory.: As already noted our present 'cultural-views da.not allow
us"to discard.these'unsatisfactory students but insists that they be made

into adequate Members of society.. Obviousl,some cannot be made satisfaC-;

.tory but society will go to great lengths to salvage them. The unsatis7



factory student may be unsatisfactory because of an hereditary defect,
or prior environmental insult. In such cases occupational training must
vind crutches of some kind to offset the defect. These crutches cannot
be developed in the late teens; some have to be provided early in life
to baeffective. Therefore rccupational education must examine the total
life of the child to see how early it must intervene to achieve its goals.

The School as Molder of Developmental Pattern

The school, -of which occupational education is a part, has the respon-
sibility for insuring that a child develops .in a manner that will produce
an adult desired by the society. Each child tends to develop in a pattern
or channel. A low IQ child tends to develop slowly:in academic knowledge
and tends to be a low status worker as an adult. One of the great changes
in educational thought in recent years, however, is the recognition-that
the IQ is not really constant, that it only tends to be constant.. In other
words, if a school is good enough, it may stimulate some children to move
from one developmental level to another. Such upward shifts in developmen-
tal-level are a crucial goal of the educational process, and the evaluation
of educational institutions should emphasize the extent to which theY suc-
ceed in changing developmental patterns. 'The fact that vocational educa-
tion in its old pattern of operation did this for some boys was one of its
great strengths. It is relatively easy to keep a child developina in an
established pattern or -hahnel but it is hard to get him to jump to a high-
er level.

The Critical Time to Produce Jumps

There are probably-certain ages or developmental stages at which it
is particularly likely that a child will change developmental channels.
Little is known about these likely times to create change but.the identi-
fication of these times is an important element in educational planning.

Closely related to this problem of developmental channels is develop-
mental sta9es as hypothesized by Piaget.3 He presents the idea of succes-
sive stages in the development of children and to the extent that there
'are distinct stages there is always the possibility that a developmental
stage will be affected by an hereditary or environmental distortion. Chil-
dren suffering from these distortions must be identified and helped where
possible.

These extensive comments on the' general perspective of occupational
evaluation lay the groundwork for a review of the research work that has
been done on evaluating education; to see what elements can be transferred
to the special field of occupational education.

3

See Hunt, J. McV. "Intelligence and Experience" New York: Roland
Press. 1961.
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Section II Research in Evaluation

Occupational education has a long history of efforts at evaluation.Effectiye work has been done in follow-up studies to see if the graduatesof the educational program were really effective. In some cases the re-sults have been excellent and in others the follow-up studies have dis-closed large numbers of unsatisfactory graduates. Few studies have ex-plored the reasonableness of, the admission policy and this is the crux ofthe equal opportunity problem. The shortcomings.in the evaluations haveseemed to stem from inadequate information about the'students and varyingpatterns of admission policies in the schools.

The practical problem of evaluation is becoming acute in the juniorcolleges.and technical institutes. Attempts at evaluating them by thestandards of the college accrediting agencies face obvious difficulties.College accreditation is largely a system of observation by well/quali-fied, experienced observers_ By its nature the judgments are organizedaround traditional ideas of college organization and purposesi: The, wholejunior college movement is a break with tradition and has new purposesand a different kind of student-population. Where. the purpose is 'speci-fic occdpational training the danger in traditional accreditation is acute.The occupations are so varied and the kinds of students so different thatsome af-the best programs do not conform to college tradition. The evalua-tions of occupational training apparently require objective measures ofclearly stated Purposes. Too many elements are in a state of 'flux to al-low for the sloW accumulation of the traditional wisdom that gives col-lege accreditation its strength.

Since the accreditation
experience does not seem to yield the re-

.

search foundation needed, one must look further afield for inspiration ard-factual support for new planning. The available areas or review seem tobe management theory and control systems, as developed in industry, and afew exploratory studies of such practices-in education.

Industny, for many years, and more recently some governmental agencieshave been developing a scientific approach to management. The first studieswere often titled scientific management and more recently such terms as quali-ty control, operations reseakh, systems analysis, programmed budgeting,cost-benefit analysis and, in education, quality maintenance have come intoprominence. They all refer to management schemes with a systematic rela-tionship between policy decisions and results They/all call for systematicobservation of results and the use of the results to guide decision making.The pressure on education to.use these management techniques is great,-butlittle can be done, unless practical methods of observing and reporting re-sults can be developed.

Educators have been convinced fTom the early days of education thatindividual students should take examiTations to establish how much theyhave learned. Educational institutions use teacher-made tests, nationaltests such as College Boards, achievement tests and in New York State the



well known Regents Tests. These are aimed at the individual and establish-
ing how he is doing rather than at the institution to measure how well it
is doing. Quality control in industry has the dual function of insuring
the quality of the product and the quality of the factory operation. The
achievement tests in the elementary and secondary schools have been used to
some extent to measure school quality but the results have been discourag-
ing. In too many cases the results did not correspond with the judgment of
qualified observers and the interpretation of the results was confusing.

In the late 1940's the Research Offices of the New York State Educa-
tion Department began a sustained effort to find a fair way of evaluating
schools and this effort, which has now continued for over 20 years, has
yielded,some important dividends. Recently a major study in this area
has been organized in California" and studies have been conducted in Penn-
sylvania and Kentucky. Iowa has long been a pioneer in school achievement
tests and has used them for school evaluation.

The first important findfngs in the New York study were that the tests,
particularly the group IQ test's, were subject to errors of adMinistration.
Secondly, there were true variations in patterns of mental dthlopment be-
tween different kinds of pupils which made the idea of the constant IQ
theoretically unsound. Much educational theory and evaluation had revolved
around the constancy of the IQ and when various studies, including the New
York State Study, invalidated this concept there was growing recognition of
a need for some other control concept.

In the mid 1950's New York State started its Quality Measurement Proj-
ect which aimed at securing large numbers of pupil records in a sample of
100 school systems and developing a fair scheme of evaluating the systems.
This study yielded many valuable flndings. From the first it was recognized
that the basic difficulty revolved around the many variables that affected
the quality of the schools. Early in the study it was noted that some scnool
systems which had been considered "lighthouse" schools, leading the way to
better educational methods, were just fortunate schools that had a lot of
bright children who had been given very high intelligence by their inheri-
tance or the favorable environment of their home life. Since these con-
ditions could be identified by studying the community,,a first step in im-
proved evaluation was to classify the school districts by the characteris-
tics of the community. This resulted in the development of norms of expec-
tancy for different kinds of communities. Thus one could have a norm for
large cities and another norm for-the suburban communities, etc. Each com-
munity could then compare itself to a norm for its kind of community. This

'In 1967 a group of California school districts organized a major study
of management methods under the title "Operation PEP," a statewide
project to prepare planners in California. The address is 1870 El
Camino Real, Burlingame, California, 94010.
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imMediately 'showed that the kind of community was.an important factor in

determining the quality of a school. The method.had an.importaht limita-

tion, however, in that the more detailed the clasSification the fewer school

systems would be classified into any single group, and soon the number would

become so small in each group as to preclude any:comparison. It also was

difficult to compare the effectiveness of schools in .different groups. \

Even with these limitations, the study yielded data that pin-pointed

schools which were dOing a relatively poor job and provided some informa-

tion pointing to causes of differences in.quality
other than per pupil ex-

penditure. In other words the findings supported the idea that improve-

ments in school operation could be made by ingenuity rather than being en-

tirely dependent on per pupil expenditure.

. A refinement of these school district results showed that if the-read-

ing level of school districts is used as the depehdent variable, and re-

gression coefficients are
obtained for the variation in the schools by ex-

penditure, parental education orparental occupation, then most of the varia-

tion is accounted for.by parental characteristics rather than by the amount

spent per pupil. Thus there was ample evidente that classification by schOol

district characteristics is essential to fair comparisons between districts.

Analysis by Kind of Pupil

The evidence provided by school district classification
was a major

advance but still did not provide across the board comparisons. The ques-

tion was then raised of the possibility of pupil classification, so that

one could see how a kind of pupil behaved in different schools. In many

educational experiments
students had been matched as to their character-

istics. The proposal pursued the same idea by identifying a group of chil-

dren in each of several schools who would be essentially alike, and then

comparing the achievement of this particular kind of child in the various

schools.

To test out the idea pupils were grouped by the socioeconomic status

of their parents. This avoided the usual method of classifying pupils by

IQ which had been challenged by the new evidence showing that the IQ was

not constant. The results were striking: norms.of expectation were ob-

tained for various grades for high, medium and low socioeconomic children

and some schools which had been considered of doubtful quality were found

to be doing better than the state average. For instance, a school primar-

ily dealing with low socioeconomic students might have low achievement tests

results compared to other schools in the State because of its high, proportion

of students from the low.socioeconomic
group, but when its achievement test

results for the low socioeconomic pupils were compared with achievement test

results of low socioeconomic students in other schools they were relatively

high. Thus this type of analysis showed that our previous assumptions as

to quality were definitely wrong. In fact, some of the schools that had

lots of good students and high per pupil expenditures were not up to the

state average in their education of the low socioeconomic student. Per-

haps it is worth pointing out that this is an illustration of the diffi-

.



culty of designing a school system which is good for all. The sdhools
that were good for the high socioeconomic student were frequently not
good for the low and vice-versa. A few schools seem to have a clear
enough picture of the differing needs of different kinds of students todo well for all socioeconomic groups.

The vital point here is not the narrow one, that children with dif-
ferent socioeconomic backgrounds have different needs and perform differ-ently in different schools, even if this narrow point is of importance,
but, rather, is the indication that when pupils are classified by an im-
portant characteristic other than IQ their performance is different. So-
cioeconomic differences should not, at this point, be considered the idea'.
way of classifying children; it 'is just one way of doing it.

I

\1

One of the other easily available classifications in New York State
data was the IQ of each child. This was used to establish expectanciesfor low, middle and high IQ p 1 pils. This classification was, of course,
an important one, High IQ children do well in school, as one would expect,but one of the interesting points is that some schools have unexpected in-
consistencies in their ratings by socioeconomic and IQ classifications.
For instance, some schools seem to be better in dealing with the lew IQ
children than with the ow socioeconomic children.

-
Another interesting fact that came out of the analysis was that an

appreciable number of ow IQ children may do well in at least one subject.
This raises new questions about the meaning of the IQ. How can a really
dull child do well in arithmetic? Perhaps any child who does well in one
subject should be assumed to be potentially a high-IQ child held back by
some special factor.

As an incidental study, children of low socioeconomic background were
classified by IQ in the fourth grade and then the same children were clas-
sified by IQ in the eighth grade. A high proportion of those who were lowin the fourth grade, 70 to 79 IQ,\were 20 to 30 points higher by the eighth
grade. In other words low IQ children from the low socioeconomic group have
a fairly high likelihood of really being average IQ or higher children. /This
seems to be conclusive evidence that the educational institutions should def-initely try to change IQs, rather\than accept them. The change in IQ would
then become a measure of school output.

The Stochastic Process

One of the serious limiting factors in using classifications of chil-dren for educational measurement is the difficulty of measuring the criti-
cal characteristics such as temperament, health, emotional Stability, and
attitude. The classification by socioeconomic status and IQ is fairly easy
to obtain in most schools, but to make a comprehensive classification schemeappeared to require an expensive testing'program. In 1963 New York State,
under its Experimental Program, supported an, exploratory study of what
could be done with existing pupil records to measure the educational prog-
ress of the students. The study -grew out of a series of previous studies



of over- and under-achievement, which had resulted in inconclusive'or con-

tradictory findings. It was hoped to bring order out, of the chaos of the

then current thinking by organizing all the available\data in a longitu-

dinal study to see what information was actually avaitable. The study drew

from the regular pupil record files as complete a record as possible of tne

progress of 1300 children from first grade through the eleventh grade. As

other studies have found, such records are hard to organize in such a way

as to give clear statistical pictures of what has nappened. After some dif-

ficulty the concept of the stothastic process was accepted as the best gen7

eral attack, and form this point on the study began to yield interesting

results-

Another critical factor in the ultimate success of the study was the

design of a simple graphi.c pupil record file. The usual pupil record file

packs a lot of information in a small space. For the purposes of this

study the focus was on ease of classifying the pattern of development of

the pupil. Compactness and'precision of detail were sacrificed to yield

a graphic summary presentation that could be interpreted and summarized

at a glance to utilize the concepts of the stochastic process. This was

a simple analysis, not the difficult mathematical processes one finds in

some advanced math books. The dictionary defines
stochastic as "Denoting

the process of selecting from among a group of theoretically possible

alternatives those elements or factors whose combination will most close-

ly approximate a desired result." The tree diagram is a simple way of

presenting'such a process and the interesting results of this study were

largely presented in this form.

In order to report the findings of the study and make the implications

for the evaluation of occupational education clear a Sample of a tree dia-

gram must be included in this paper (See Figure I). Figure.I shows three

tree diagrams of achievement test status\proceeding from elementary school,

through junior high and senior high. The first tree diagram -(group 1) shows

the behavior of 616 high socioeconomic group children. The second (group 2)

shows the behavior of :386 middle socioecOnomic group
children and group 3

shows the distribution of 77 low socioeconomic'group children.. Actually,

if the sheet of paper were larger, this could have been presented as a

four-step tree, rather than a three-step, by putting all the'1079 children

in a single group and then breaking them into the three socioeconomic groups,

and eaCh of those into the.good, fair, and poor group for elementary school

and so on. An examination of.the tree diagram for group 1 shows the tech-

nique. The first step breaks the pupils into their achievement test res-

ponse:in elementary school, the second step breaks each classification shown

ln juniorhigh, etc. Note that the percentage breaks are given in parenthe-

ses.. ThuS Jf 266 pupils achieving good scores in eleMentary school 170, or

64 percent, achieved good scores in junior high and of the 170, 146, or 86

percent, secured good achievement test resulfs in senior high.. Now, drop-

ping down to the bottom of the page, note that 233 were poor in elementary

school and only 27 of these were good in junior high (12 percent) and of

these only 16 (59 percent) were good in senior high. Note that the sen-

ior high prospect of a pupil who did poor work in elementary school but

good work in junior high.school is not so great (59 percent) as forone



who did good work in both elementary and juhior high (86 percent). It isinteresting for purposes of seeing the power of this kind of analysis tolook at group 3 even though the number of pupils is rather low (77) for
generalizing. Of those who were good in elementary school only 6 were good
in junior high-(30 per:ent) as compared to 64 percent in group 1. In otherwords, if a child is from the loW socio#_conomic group and sta:ts well in
elementary school his prospect of slipping in junior high is much higher
than for those from the high socioeconomic group with the same good start.
However, once he has cleared the junior high hurdle, the low socioeconomic
person has as good or a better chance to do well in senior high as the high
socioeconomic person (100 percent to 36 percent). Similarly, of those in
the poor gr6up from the low soc:Deconomic classification the rate of moving

.from the poor to the good is well below the rate for those in the high so-
cioeconomic classificatim

The power in thls technique lies in the fact that, by using the in-
formation readily available in the school records, and classifying by aseries of such measures, one can describe a pupil more and more accurately
and secure a clearer and clearer expectation of what he is likely to do -LI
the next step of the normal process of his educational development.

A review of this type of data suggests many hypotheses that school
managers should consider. First, what happens between elementary school
and junior high that makes so many children drop lower in their achieve-ment level? Is this a necessary result or could relatively simple changes
make important differences? Also if some children can improve from elemen-
tary to junior high school why can't more do it? Why does socioeconomic
status make so much difference in the progress of the children, even after
they have apparently established their ability level?

With this presentation of the general nature of the analysis some of
the other findings of the study can be presented more briefly. The items
selected for comment here are those that bring out the nature of pupil
development or that show the possibility of using the data for comparative
evaluations.

Tree diagrams were prepared for teacher grades as well as for achieve-
ment test results. In some ways these were even more striking.

Of 348 boys5 who rated good in elementary scho61 only 168 (48 percent)
rated good in junior high, and of these only 93 (55 percent) rated good in
senior high. In other words, only 93 fut of 348 (or 27 percent)- rated good
all the way through. The figure for the girls was a little better, 32 per-
cent.. For the boys who were poor only 5 out of 152 (or 3 percent) were good
in senior high-school. Almost 10 percent of the girls had good grades in
high school.

5NOte that this is drawn from another table than that showing socioecono-
mic status in Figure II.
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Looking at the number who ended up poor: of the 384 boys who started

out good in elementary school 199 (or 57 percent) ended up poor in senior

high school. Of the 152 boys who were poor in elementary school 132 (or

87 percent) were still poor in senior high school.

The higher attrition rates in the teacher grades than in achievement

results was a surprising development.
Careful examination of individual

records indicated that teacher grades were a more sensitive indicator of

the work characteristics of a pupil than achievement test scores. A pupil

who was starting to slip in his work would get poor teacher grades one or

two years or more before it would show up in achievement test results.

This suggests that a careful analysis of teacher grades might be a help-

ful managerial tool. Teacher grades, as currently used in the public

schools, are a result of distinct philosophies of grading varying from

teacher to teacher. If there were more inservice training on how to grada

they could probably be made into an even more valuable tool.

Another interesting analysis, was a_cómparisonof IQs.from the elemen-

tary to junior high and senior high for identical children. Of 112 chil-.

dren with IQs. of 100-109 in the elementary school
there.were 3 who showed

120 or better by senior high and 32 showed 110-119. In the other directipn

7 were down to 80-89 and only 1 was below 80. .Thus the proportion moving

up. was .substantially higher than the proportion moving down, and the pro-

portion moving substantially (more than 10 points) was Considerable, 43

out of 112 (or 39 percent). This is,further evidence that group IQ results

should not be taken as conclusive evidence of .a pupil's ability.

Variation by Schools'

For evaluation purposes one wants to compare schools or compare how

a school, performS at one time in comparison to another. Therefore.one

should examine the stochastic prOcess reSults to see if they yield results

with large ehough.differences to-aid in managerial decision making. For

one such comparison the children were identified as doing above grade level

WOrk in reading and in arithmetic in the fifth grade, and then classified

by teacher grades 'n senior high school. In the best school in the 10

studied, 66 percent of thdse doing above grade level work in the fifth

grade were securing good teacher grades in seniOr.high: In the.Poorest .

school in the 10 studied-the proportion dropped to 25 percent. The sample

sizes were.such that the differences were five and six standard deviations

apart, overwhelmingly statistiCally significant and,'obviOusly significant

operationally.

Another interesting
comparison was to ciassify by grade five reading

level and then to compare the senior high achievement scores. For pupils

reading at the ninth grade level in fifth grade, in the school that showed

good teacher grades in the discussion above, 100 percent had good achieve-

ment test scores, where the poorest school in the discussion above had 67

percent. Those at the seventh grade reading level in the fifth grade showed

94 percent good achievement test results in senior high compared to 33 per-

cent in the poor school. Of those at grade level in reading the good school
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showed 26 percent getting good achievement test results and the poor school
had none getting good achievemefit test results. This type of analysis sug-
9ests that good grade level reading in the fifth grade is not enough to
prepare"pupils to do good work in high school. This is an illustration
of the point made in the first section of this paper that there should be
absolute measures of achievement rather than relative measures. Pupils need
a certain reading ability to do what is exoected of them. If the average
student doesn't do this level it means that the school is not doing what it
should. Even in the good school the grade level for reading was not ade-
quate for insu,-ing good achievement levels in high school. This s pretty
strong evidence that the school expectations should be changed.

This section has shown that there are numerous tools available for
evaluating schools with greater precision plan has been considered possi-
ble in the past. Few of these tools have been supplied to occUpational
education and fewer still to occupational education at the college level.
'he next section of this paper will deal with a description of the evalu-
ation problem at the college level and discuss the ways in which these
tools can be adapted to the college level problem of evaluating occupa-tional education.



Section III - A Proposal for Evaluative

Control in Occupational Education

Every institution faces the problem of insuring the quality of the

work'it does. Complex/social institutions such as school or colleges in-

volve so many facets of excellence that the
development of a balanced

quality maintenance program is very difficult. Accreditation
of high

schools and colleges has been highly developed and is perhaps the-most

commonly accepted control device. It has a number of serious weaknesses.

Among these are the subjectiveness of observations by visiting commit--

tees, the tendency to give heavy weight to visible material standards and

the tendency to relate soundness cf program to traditional goals. The.

problems are particularly acute where new educational institutions musii=

room under the surge of new social forces, The rapid development--c-d

junior colleges and technical
institutes represents

this kind of a situ-

ation and many able persons are struggling with the problems of extend:

ing college accreditation to them. Accreditation is of great value and

is extensively used to justify public and private support of the exist-

ing institutions. Everyone putting money into institutions
wants to know

that the money iS well spent and that the institution real.ly does what

it purports to do. The allocation of funds is often highly\traditional

and new ideas and new needs sometimes are inadequately supported. For

justification new institutions need sensitive
evaluative tools that will

measure the new goals.

The underlying or essential
problem is the developing of evaluative

devices that will respond to the immediate goals of the institution.
In'

educational institutions, this means that the evaluation must reVolve

around the product, the educated adult, and how he meets the social need.

Fine libraries,
emphasis on the humanities

and restricted
admittance may

have met the needs of colleges in the paSt, and are good standards for

some institutions, but other kinds of institutions
must have public

support if current needs-are to be met. Some institutions must take

unattractive
candidates and help them become valuable citizens. No tra-

ditional standards are available for this necessary
function, but socie-

ty cannot afford to pour.money into institutions that purport to do this

unless there is strong evidence that the institutions are achieving their

goals.

'As already noted the hopeful direction for evaluative system devel-

opment is to draw on the accumulating
knowledge of management principles.

The keys to managerial control are:

1. Clear statement-of purpose
and the gOverning

philosophy.

2- Knowledge of what is actually happening in

terms of purpose.
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3. Identification of the critical change points
in the operation being managed.

An institution that has met these criteria can summarize its opera-
tions in a form which will satisfy the public on the quality of its per-formance. This will be a justification in the frame of its purposes,
rather than in traditional terms, and will provide the needed flexibility
to justify new nstitutions for new purposes.

The remainder of this paper will be devoted o outlining the exist-
ing situation in occdpational education and the procedures that can be'
expected to.develop into the needed control systems. The actual mana-
gerial control practices of technical institutes have not been systemat-
ically explored, The American Technical Education Association recognized
the need for more Information in this area several years ago and in 1964
started to plan for developing this type of information. It applied to
the U.S. Office of Education for a grant and secured funds for a pilot
study on the problems of managerial control. The actual title of the
study was "The Development and Testing of Instruments and Procedures for
a Study of Student Selection Practices in Technical Education Programs."6
The economy moves since that time have prevented the hoped for major study,
However, the pilot study findings give a reasonable base for this discus-sion.

The pilot study covered five institutions selected for recognized
high quality of work and for variation in characteristics. The five in-
cluded public and private, restricted entrance, and open entrance insti-
tutions and they were widely scattered geographically.. Therefore, the
findings should represent what is happening in good institutions ratherthan an average condition.

in general the managerial information available in these institutions
concerning student gains and student characteristics was limited. In sum-
marizing the results and conclusions the report said:

"The useful practices found

While only one institution visited had a comprehensive sys-
tem of reporting and control that appealed to the interviewing
staff as reasonably complete in following the progress of the
individual, all had specific operations that seemed to contri-
bute to the maintenance of quality. -None had a comprehensive
system of institutional self-evaluation. Among the useful
practices were:

1. Special curriculums for persons with inadequate
prior education.

6

Office of Education Grant Number OEG 1-6-068255-0507. The Vocational
Education AC: of 1963 P.L. 88-210 Section (4c). George S. Whitney -
Principal Investigator.



2. Specific effofts to help students overcome areas
of weakness.

3. In-service training for teachers.

4. Personality ratings by high school staff for
pupils to be considered for admission.

5. Careful ratings by teachers and work supervisors
involving work-habits and attitudes,

6. ExtensiVe counseling to help students select proper
programs.

7. Follow-up on graduates to establish kind of job and
success in filling it,

8. Placement service to insure that all graduates get
jobs.

9. Comparison, of characteristics of students with suc-
cess in school programs.

10. Frequency distribution review ofgrades given to
identify weak spots in curriculum or teaching
staff.

11. Lateral transfers from curriculum to curriculum
within an institution to help students find a
program they like and in which they do good work.

"Implications of the findings.

1. The selection process must be considered in relation
to the program. There is no value, in admitting
students unless the admitting institution has a
program suitable for.them as individuals as well
as aimed at their goal.

2. Curriculums must be designed for types of persons as
well as for job clusters. The pre-technical course
discussed in prior sections of this report is an
illustration of a course designed for certain types
of individuals with certain goals.

3. The selection process cannot be satisfactorily
judged until objective standards of educational
success have been established. At present no one
knows what kinds of marginal students can be helped
or what the maximum capacity of a student might be.



4. The selection process must consider the needs of
the whole group. From the social point of view,
an institution,has not established the soundness
of its admission-150-144_12y showing that everyone
admitted succeeded. It al-S-0-11as to show that
everyone who might logically have applied and was
capable of doing the work was admitted.

5. The establishment of objective standards will require
the maintenance and analysis of longitudinal record
files. The essence of quality measurement in these
institutions is in relating guidance decisions with
results and this can only be done by following the
individual over a period of year; through the whole
process of admission, education and early job exper-
ience.

"General comments

The most serious difficulty in the selection process from the
viewpoint of this study appears to be the limited concept of institu-
tional responsibility of making a success of the student who comes to
them. Many merely select the ones that seem to be obviously suited
to their programs. Others, the open admission type, consider that
they have met their responsibility when they have admitted the stu-
dent and the student adjusts to their offering or drops out. None of
the schools visited had a continuous program of determining why drop-
outs occurred or what their characteristics were. In one school
visited there was a general effort to open alternative routes speci-
fically designed for the identified needs of particular students or
kinds of students and in two others there were limited alternatives.

Acll of the schools probably have programs that are used success-
fully for meeting particular problems. The schools with a pre-techni-
cal program or corrective courses illustrate this. These are excel-
lent as far as they go and represent a most commendable alertness on
the part of the administrators in seeing a need and meeting it. Huh-
ever, the recognized needs appear to be only a few of the needs. The
basic need is for a system of responsibility that will result in sta-
tistical analysis of the school operations so that all the needs will
be observed and met. To do this, records must be kept of what happens
to different kinds of students as they proceed through the technical
proarams. The policies of the counselors must be checked against the
realities of who succeeds and who fails. The failures must all be
studied to establish Lne cause of failure and reviewed to see if the
cause is an invariate that cannot be modified. If an adjustment is
possible, the technique of the adjustment must be worked cut.

One school acting alone can seldom determine the ultimate possi-
bility inherent in each type of pupil because the various potentials
will only show themselves in different environments. If expectancies



could be worked out in a cooperative program among a group of
schools there would be an interesting possibility of getting
effective action at the school level."

Having established the fact that technical institutes have not devel-
oped satisfactory ways of evaluating their programs, the next step is to
propose a workable plan for securing the necessary data.

Referring to Section II of this paper the experience in public school
evaluation shows that classification is essential to separate out the ef-
fect of the multiplicity of causes. Many educational studies have approached
the multiplicity of causes by using regression coefficients. These are use-
ful for determining the relative importance of causes and for predicting re-
sults, but they do not lend themselves to operational decision making as well
as classification does by isolating single factors. Therefore, for our de-
sign purposes we should consider a system of classification, although an ef-
fective system of predicting from regression coefficients and comparing pre-
diction and result is possible. In the public schools the classification
by type of school district was quite effective. In the case of technical
institutes the classification by kind of institute or kind of program would
be of some value, but the variations from institution to institution are so
numerous that it does not seem very promising. This leaves the classifica-
tion of individuals as the crucial device for securing the precision of ob-
servation needed for managerial control.

The institutes cannot afford to engage in an exhaustive testing pro-
gram for each applicant but they can get transcripts of their high school

, records. From the high school record and an interview/the admissions offi-
cer of the technical institute can classify the students into several groups.
For each curriculum the admissions officer could estimate the kind of work
to be anticipated if the person under consideration were admitted to the
program. Thus a person with a good high school record and who gives a good
impression on interview should be expected to do well in a difficult curri-
culum. A student who has barely secured his high school diploma with a
heavy load of D's and occasional F's can be expected to fail if placed in
a difficult curriculum. An in-between student could be expected to get
through a difficult curriculum but not to do well in it.

Once a student was identified in an expectancy group, a code number
could be added to his identification number and at the end of the first
semester, by a stmple sorting and tabUlating operation, the course re-
sults could be reviewed in comparison to the results expected by the ad-
missions officer. The report for a physics course might be as shown in
Figure III.

This simple table would point to a number of items that should re-
ceive the attention of the top administrative staff. First, why should
five individuals in the promising group get D's? Is there a transition
problem for some students as they move from high school to technical in-
stitute? Or is the trouble in the way the physics course is presented?
Or, looking at the hopeless group, was the classification of hopeless re-
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Figure III

Report for Physics I, Fall-Semester 1969

Receivin

Type of Total A's B's C's D's Failing
student number No. % No. % No, % No. % No. %

Promising 50 25 10 10 5

Good 50 15 20 10 4 1

Poor 50 5 10 25 10

Hopeless 50 1 10 20 19

liable when one student received a B and 10 got C's? However, when tables
like thiS are maintained for several years, they can be compared and, if
the proportion of the promising students getting A's goes down, something
has happened and management should find out if the reason is good or not
good. Such an event might be the result of a change in,the judgment of
the admissions officer or in the way.the course was presented. In either
case management should know how its instructions are being carried out.

Similar tables would be prepared for all subjects and for each semes-
ter in the career of the students. Where a student demonstrated that the
initial expectation of the admissions officer was wrong, he should be
shifted to his proper expectancy group. Tree diagrams could be prepared
showing how each group developed in the institute.

The.tree diagram provides a good deal of interesting information. Of
course the figures are not real, but they are the kind of figures that one
might get, and hence it is interesting to see the kind of managerial de-
cision material that might be drawn from such a report. The startling item
is that several promising individuals end up doing poor work in school and
on the job. Since all prior information had indicated that these people
should succeed, their failure suggests that something may be wrong with
the school program for certain individuals. If a similar tree diagram were
constructed for the poor prospects, and a high proportion succeeded, one
would logically wonder if one's judgment of what constitutes good material
was correct. Such a finding would support the idea that educational oppor-
tunity was affected by prejudice of some kind.

Once this pattern of analysis is started and really used in an insti-
tution, many improvements will be developed. More elaborate or sharper'

schemes will be devised. Better techniques of determining
who will succeed will be found when the admissions officers face an annual
report that shows their successes and failures. The experience in factor-
ies and in education is that the managerial staff only come to use this
type of material slowly. They are in the habit of making decisions on the
basis of inadequate inforrilation and it iS easier to-go on in the old pattern
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Figure IV

Tree Diagram of the Promising Students,
Class of 1969
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unless there is pressure for change. The new techniques will only be ac-cepted under inservice training programs and under the pressure of someonein authority who insists on knowing the kind of a job that has been done.
In many cases this will be the chief executive of a political unit, hisbudget agency or a legislative body. The pressures for the use of thiskind of material are already building up and the wise executive will formthe habit of thinking in this pattern before the outside pressures forcehis hand.

This type of material is very valuable to the individual institution,but becomes even more valuable as it is produced and used in a fairly stand-ard form by many institutions. When similar material from a group of in-
stitutions can be put together one can establish a standard of expectation
for different kinds of individuals, and some institutions are likely to bebetter adjusted to certain individual needs than others. By studying the
characteristics of the institutions doing well, other institutions can getideas for improvement. Thus the technique has a built in system for grad-
ual improvement and for maintaining good practices once they are established.

The discussion of the reports thus far has been in the framework,of
managerial decisions. The same data will be valuable to those plaffning oncurriculums. It will immediately focus sharper attention on design of cur-riculums that will connect kinds of persons and kinds of jobs, instead ofallowing the curriculum planners to think in terms of jobs only, as theysometimes do. It will also focus attention on the persons failing to getin the present programs or failing to succeed if they do get in. There isreason to believe that,-if suitable attention is focused on the problems of
these people, methods of meeting their problems can be devised.

The Immediate Next Steps

If a few institutions engaged in occupational education would set upa routine for maintaining the type of records suggested, the ideas could betested in a year or two. The cost of maintaining the records in an insti-tution with a computer available for record keeping would be very small.The biggest expense in getting the technique started is training people to
use the material after it is available. A revolution in educational manage-ment methods is waiting for an entrance cue.
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A CONCEPTUAL MODEL FOR THE EVALUATION

OF CHANGES IN SELECTED PERSONALITY VARIABLES

THROUGH-OCCUPATIONAL
EDUCATION

INTRODUCTION

"The education
of man is a human awakening" says the twentieth cen-

tury philosopher Jacques Maritain (1942, p.9). Such a broadly based frame

of reference
provides a groundwork upon which a responsive superstructure

of educational
process can belaid. The implication

is, of courSe, that

education is a dynamic process
jnvolving the total man in relation to his

total environment. 'Maritain further states that:

"The purpose of elementary and higher education is not to make

VIP youth a truly wise manl, byt to equip his mind with an or-

dered knowledge which will enable him to advance toward wisdom

in his manhood. Its specific aim is to provide him with the

foundations of real wisdom, and with a universal and articulate

comprehension
of human achievements in science and culture., be-

fore he,enfers upon the definite and limited tasks of adult life

in the civil community, and.even while he is preparing himself .

for these tasks through a specialized scientific,
technical, or

vocational training," (1942, p.48).

The tone of these two quotations from Maritain form the basis On

which this paper is founded and from which it springs. It is the belief

of the present author that the 9rowth and development of occupational edu-

cation can be enhanced by a more concerted effort at reaching the total

man and therein lies a challenge of high priority.

It is well known that many of our American people perceive occupa-

tional education in stereotypic
fashion as education for the less bright,

for the lower socio-economic masses, for the children of the "other fam-

ily" and in summary "not the kind of education I want my child to have:"

Indeed too many regard it more as trainina than as education in Maritain's

sense; yet few regard the academic phase of secondary or higher education

as training, but rather as true educational process.
Why is there a dif-

fer.ence in perception? Is such a perceived difference justifiable?

While it is true that much of this poor image can be'attributed to

the lack of real understanding of present day occupational
education on

the part of many'people,
Grant Venn in.his recent book stated: "In short,

effort is scattered and students deterred; only when vocational education

is accorded a better defined and accepted place within the educational

community will these obstacles be overcome," (1964, p.31). It is clear

that one.of the immediate
tasks for occupational

education is that of

gaining wider acceptance within the educational community.
Such accep-

tance will hardly come if occupational
education retains or does not over-

come its wides,,...ead image of traininT.rather than-education.
It is-hoped

that this paper will shed some insights not only into ways of improving the



process of occupational education itself which will lead to programs more
sensitively geared to the "human awakening" of the students, but will al-so begin to refocus the myopic vision of so many whose support is criti-
cally needed in our increasingly technological age.

Therefore this paper is going to focus on areas which need clarifi-
cation and refinement for an improved state of occupational education.Greater progress has been made in the cognitive and skills area in occu-pational education than in areas related to other human factors which maybe critical to the successful integration of the newly gained cognitiveskills into the total personality system of the student. Modern psychology-has clearly demonstrated the necessity of -total personality integratiop,that is, that for a person _to- achieve maximum growth, the various compon-ents of-his persanalfty-Must be in harmony and not in conflict,

The concept of the human personality is not a static one, but rather
one of continuing dynamic change. The late Gordon Allport of Harvard, aleading personality theorist, viewed personality as a process of "becom-ing" guided by the past but oriented toward the future. In fact in one ofhis books entitled, Becoming (1955), he pointed out that such a view of
personality is at the root of education and should be given full atten-
tion by the educator. But the point to be made here is that personality
change will take place, be it positive when there is an integration of
process components or negative when conflict promotes disintegration ofpersonality. But how does this relate to occupational education? Therelationship is really quite d'rect and is somewhat as follows.

For many years the focus in occupational education has been directedprimarily at skills development. It is not until recently that more and
more attention has been given to non-cognitive and non-skills development,which include such personality components as attitude formation and change,
motivational dynamics, and patterns of interest. It is known now that itis not enough to impart a vocational skill to a 17 year old youth without
preparing the rest of his personality system to accept this skill, to in-tegrate it as part of himself and to make it a source of self-identity.
No matter how well trained an individual is, he is not educated until helearns to maximize the input of his training in terms of a productive out-
put of activity whether this output be inner directed toward further self-
development or outer directed as productive endeavor. And it is not until
other spheres of education and more of the American public realize that oc-
cupational education today is attempting to educate the -total man that wider
acceptance into the general educational community will be achieved.

It is necessary that even greater attention be given those personalitycomponents which will allow for the fuller utilization of the skills achievedin occupational education, Here the psychologist can make a contribution and
it will be the focus of the rest of this paper to address itself to several
personality dynamics which are non-cognitive and non-skill in nature but
which relate directly to the process of occupational education. First the
notion of personality will beexamined as a framework within which to re-
late the variables of attitudes, motives and interests to be considered.
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It is hoped that the material will be presented in such a way as to pro-vide a working model which can be the basis for assessing change which maybe attributed to the total occupational education environment. In addi-tion to providing such a model, suggestions relating to the identification
and measurement of such change will be made.

PERSONALITY: A DYNAMIC CONSTRUCT

It is not the intention here to outline or summarize an undergraduate
course in personality theory, but it is necessary to our model to demon-
strate that the human personality is subject to change and how this changepotentially -elates to the process of occupational education. There arenumerous personality theories, but the position of Gordon Allport seems to--place a great emphasis upon the individual as an individual and seems to beconsistent with observable behavior. Aliport defines personality as "Thedynamic organization within the individual of those psychophysical systemsthat determine his unique adjustments to his environments," (1937, p.48).Several concepts need to be clarified in this definition. First one notesin the use of the phrase "dynamic organization" that personality is in aconstant state of development and change, while at the same time bound to-gether by a certain orderliness, system, or integrating function. The useof the word "psychophysical" suggests that personality is " ... neitherexclusively mental or exclusively neural. The organization entails theoperation of both body and mind inextricably fused into a personal unity,(1937; p.48), Finally the fact that personality is something and doessomething is defined by the use of the word "determine." In Allport'swords: "Personality .., is what lies behind specific acts and withinthe individual," (1937, p.48).

This widely accepted theory posits that an individual is a dynamicentity founded in change itself. Aflport also specifies how this processof "becoming" is kept flexible nd provides for a limitless plasticitywithin the individual. He doe ",is by demonstrating that motives, thewell springs of behavior, are _:ctionally autonomous," that is, theyare not completely dependent upon the past, but rather supported by thepresent and motivated by perceived future goal attainments. What an in-dividual is striving to become or not become is the most important keyto how he will behave.

So many psychologists have turned to the past to unlock the riddleof future behavior. But such theorizing almost forces one to accept thenotion that personality, being a determined product of the past, predes-tines the future and that personality growth and development is restrictedalmost entirely-by the strength of the past. Man would be little more thanan inflexible mass of organic matter, bound by what he has been, with lit-tle control over what he can become. -If this were the case, education wouldhave a task of almost inSurmountable magnitude, in trying to change or in-crease man's capabilities.

We should not go so far as to state that the past has no influence
on the present or future for such a proposition is clearly inconsistent
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with behavioral evidence. The effect of the past is real and is strong,
but the past does not have to be a sole determinant of the future. It
is clear that in some individuals the links to the past are strong and
may be deterministic of present or future behavior. But this is a sign
of personal immaturity. In fact there is some evidence to state that the
more present motives are directed by the past, the less the maturity of
the individual and the less he has evolved from-early biological or child-
ish states. In the mature individual the experience of the past guide
current modes or styles of behavior in much the same way as any learned
process affects the present. It is true that present motives may spring
from the past and may have their origins historically in the past, but as
current energy sources are not controlled by the past. They remain flexi-
ble to the demands of the present and driven by the satisfactions to be
derived from future goal attainments. Finally, it may be well to quote
again from Allport concerning the functional autonomy of motives. He
says:

"(1) ... motives are contemporary, that whatever drives must
drive now; that the 'go' of a motive is not bound functionally
to its historical origins or to early goals, but to present
goals only; (2) that the character of motives alters so radi-
cally from infancy to maturity that we may speak of adult mo-
tives as supplanting the motives of infancy; (3) that the
maturity of personality is measured by the degree of functional
autonomy its motives have achieved; even though in every per-
sonality there are archaisms (infantilisms, regressions, reflex
responses), still the cultivated and socialized individual shows
maturity to the extent that he has overcome early forms of mo-
tivation; (4) that the differentiating course of learning
(reflecting ever more diversified environmental influence),
acting upon divergent temperaments and abilities, creates
individualized motives," (1940, p.545).

In summary, what motivates behavior, does so now, in the present.
Behavior is not determined solely by the past, but rather has a basis in
the historical past, and is the product of the here and now as oriented
toward the future. The acceptance of this kind of a theory of personality
sets the tone for a dynamic educational process. It is not sufficient to
throw up one's hands and state that "Johnny is just a product of his up-
bringing and will never-amount to anything." It is not only inconsistent
with dynamic theories of personality, but it is pessimistic and could be
detrimental to "Johnny." Not only does this type of an approach to be-
havior modification relate to the problem student, bLt also to the non-
problem, well-adjusted student. For now the whole world is open to him
in vast dimensions. What needs to be done is to provide the right stimu-
lation and the proper inputs into the personality system, and then watch
the growth and development. Such a theory makes behavior modification
real and possible as well as providing a basis for developing motivation
and shaping and changing attitudes in our students. The student need not
be viewed as having come from an inflexible mold which will break rather
than bend in yielding to proper stimulation.
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In summary, individuals have autonomy. Current behavior can func-
tion with considerable freedom from the past, but a freedom influenced
by previous learning and experience. To divorce oneself completely from
the influence of the past is not only unrealistic but is sheer folly. On
the other hand, to believe that all behavior is a function of the past is
likewise unrealistic. For example, I may like to study art simply because
I enjoy it for itself: one may trace some origin in the past, e.a., my
parents' love of art, but this fact may not determine my studying art.
The present satisfaction achieved is the motive and one need not go be-
yond that fact to assess unconscious tension states that find relief in
the pursuit of artistic study. The motive may be present and conscious
in this case--one of simple aesthetic experience.

With this dynamic basis of personality stated, we will proceed to
develop the model further by discussing in soma detail certain functions
of or processes in personality as directly related to occupational edu-
cation. We shall view them in terms of their value as concepts to the
educational process and show how they concern us here. We shall look at
three dimensions,- namely, attitudes, motives, and interests, all viewed
from the occupational education perspective.

ATTITUDES

Attitudes may be defined as affective orientations to referents.
This definition follows the work of Dr. Helen Peak of the University of
Michigan (1955). What it means is simply that attitudes always pertain
to some referent object, situation, place, or person. Attitudes do.not
exist in isolation or in a vacuum. When we say that "his attitude is
poor," we mean that his attitude toward some specific or class of sOeci-
fics is poor. The word affective in the definition denotes that there
is feeling tone to attitudes; in fact, without the dimension of affect,
there is no attitude. For example, a student may dislike a particular sub-
ject such as graphics. He can be said to have a negative affective orien-
tation to the referent graphics. We have not spelled out why he has such
an attitude, how the attitude may manifest itself in behavior, or how the
attitude may be changed. We have merely stated that his attitude is poor.

The concept of attitude should be quite clear for it is encountered
within ourselves daily and is manifest to ourselves in our interpersonal
relations. In order to relate attitudes to our purpose here it is de-
sirable to take a functional approach to the discussion, that is, one re-
lated to the purposes attitudes serve. For this I wish to refer to the
brilliant definitive work of Daniel Katz, also of the UniverSity of Michi-
gan. Katz (1960) has shown that attitudes largely serve four basic func-
tions, namely, an adjustive or utilitarian function, an ego-defensive func-
tion, a value-expressive function and a knowledge function. When viewed
from this approach, the purpose of attitudes becomes clear and the dynamics
that evoke att-tudes can be recognized with the process of change specified.
It serves our purpose here to discuss this functional approach in some detail.
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First, the adjustive or utilitarian function of attitudes followsfrom the idea that the development and maintenance of certain attitudes
serve useful purposes to the individual. For example, it is of value to_me to have a positive attitude toward occupational education for I findmyself earning my living to a large extent from work in the field. If Ihad a negative orientation toward occupational education, my personality
system would be racked with dissonance created by the fact that I work
in areas of no interest or value to me. Thus I would manifest conflict
which is unhealthy to the process of growth within myself. Another ex-
ample relates to the student who doesn't like graphics mentioned above.
Since he is taking graphics, but since he does not like graphics, he has
a state of dissonance within himself. He will attempt to relieve thisdissonance in many ways, ways largely determined by the strength of the
dissonance which is a function of the-unpleasantness of the negative af-
fect. He may attempt to reduce the di'ssonance through withdrawal by cut-ting that class or getting ill on those days he has that class. He may
choose to show that graphics is not instrumental to his reaching his de-
sired goals by not applying himself and not doing the expected work inthe course. Many particular styles of behavior are possible to this stu-dent to reduce his dissonance including belittling other students, the
teacher, the text, etc. It should be clear now what is meant by the ad-
justive or utilitarian function of an attitude. Such a .-nction is based
upon the fact that most individuals develop attitudes to avniimize satis-
faction and rewards in the environment and minimize diss,,,sfaction and
penalties. Such attitudes depend on past and present perceptions of theutility of the attitudinal referent.

The next point to be made is how to arouse such attitudes for posi-
tive effect and how to chan,e such attitudes if they are not conducive
to the proper development of the individual, in our case the occupational
student. To arouse such attitudes the teacher, or counselor, or whoevermight be of influence upon the student has to activate relevant needs in
the student so that the referent is perceived as good for or consistent
with the objectives of the student. In our example, graphics has to be
perceived as good and necessary to the career or to the objectives of the
student, whatever they may be. This may imply-that it might even be nec-
essary to assist the student in modifying his objectives if graphics do
not figure into the appropriate objectives of this individual student.
The important point is, however, that he must perceive the utility of the
course in graphics and not merely be told of its importance. If he is
merely told of its importance without his actually perceiving its import-
ance, further dissonance could be created and new negative defensive at-
titudes develop to reinforce the former negative attitude. Should this
happen_ to our student, attitude change will necessarily be even more dif-ficult to effect. To change adjustive or utilitarian attitudes, it is
necessary that the attitudes and their related behavior no longer pro-
vide the satisfaction they once did, or that the goals and objectives of
the individual be raised to such an extent that the attitudes do not serve
a useful function. In the case of our student who hates graphics, it may
be necessary to raise his vocational objectives in order for him to realize
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the inadequacy of his negative attitude toward a subject critical to his

achieving his new raised vocational objectives. Obviously punishment for

his negative behavior will not result in the desired change, but may fur-

ther strengthen the negative affect toward the course in graphics. For

then the student not only cannot perceive the usefulness of the course,

but he has threatening and harmful experiences associated with it.

The second function that Katz ascribes to attitudes is referred to

as the ego-defensive function. In this case the attitude arises from with-

in the dividual and attaches itself to a convenient eXternal referent.

Within tie adjustive function , the attitude arises from the external re-

ferent directly.. Therein is the essential difference between these first

two functions; a difference that is critical to the arousal or change of

such attitudes. In the example of the defensive attitude the individual

is attempting to protect (defend) himself from acknowledging certain truths

about himself or certain external realities, It is a mechanism that allows

the individual to live with himself more comfortably. The well known de-

fense mechanisms of Projection, rationalization,
over-compensation and so

on are good examples of behavioral components of such attitudes. Our stu-

dent who hates graphics and therefore belittles it as a subject, and re-

fuses to acknowledge its value to him, may be doing so not in a uniquely

utilitarian sense as previously described, but rather in a defensive sense.

He may know that graphics will demand more skilT than he.is able to pro-

vide. He may know Of certain basic ability gaps within himself which will

be manifested to himself and to others in the graphics course. Thus the

problem is within hiMself in terms of certain ability weaknesses and he

attacks graphics in a negative way, refusing to acknowledge its value,

and thereby defending his ego from failure in something important. Graph-

ics thereforebecomes the referent-of the negative attitude only because

it is a convenient outlet for building one's own defenses.

It follows clearly that the mechanisms of defensive attitude arousal

and change are different from those of the adjustive or utilitarian type

of attitude. In this case, Katz points out, the major mechanism of arousal

is one of frustration. For our purposes it would be a rare case in which

we would want to arouse ego-defensive attitudes in occupational students.

For the very nature of such attitudes is to protect the ego from reality

and flight from reality is hardly a worthwhile objective. More often, we

may want to change such attitudes in order that our students may grow and

acquire through learning experiences those things nece'ssary to their edu-

cational development. ..Changing such defensive attitudes is difficult, in-

deed, for the devel opment of stronger ego-defensiveness is a real possi7

bility,

The basic mechanisms of such change involve removing the threat which

is causing the defensive attitude and helping the individual to acquire in-

sight into his defense system. In the case of our graphics hater, again,

perhaps the root of his problem lies in his -inability to grasp one basic

component of graphis. It might be in his case, that postponing that course

and providing for a makeup course in his area of inadequacy will remove the

threat and thereby reduce the negative attitude toward the subject. When
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the student realizes why he hated graphics, he will be better equipped to
handle similar problems in the future. Had no effort been made toward
changing this defensive attitude with course failure resulting, the nega-
tive attitudes of the student might have been heightened and he may have
even dropped out rather than face taking the course over.

The third function to be discussed here is called by Katz the value-
expressive function. In this case the individual adopts attitudes con-
sistent with his_personal value system and consonant with his self concept.
Unlike the defensive attitudes which protect the ego from itself, the ex-
pressive attitude manifests the ego to itself. The individual not only
gives a clearer picture of himself to himself and to others, but he rein-
forces values he cnerishes or wishes to be known. The current teenage
craze for long hair may be expressive of a value of consistency with the
peer group and independence from the adult world. It should be clear that
value-expressive attitudes are critical to sound mental health and maturity.
They are the mirror of the personality and serve most useful purposes. To
the educator the expression of such attitudes ought to be viewed with keen
interest, since they may help unravel the mystery of the behavior/of many
students. In the case of our graphics hater, his dislike may be a reflec-
tion of his distrust of authority, as reflected in his particular teacher
whom he perceives as authoritarian. Viewing behavior in such a way, we
can better appreciate its dynamics and importance to the person manifest-
ing such behavior.

There certainly may be alternative explanations of why our student
hates graphics, but the important point to be made is that such behavior
does not occur in a vacuum and the identification of and understanding of
the personality dynamics at the cdre of,the behavior will go a long way to
supporting the individual, rather than driving him further away from the
educational objectives you know he should be aspiring toward. It may be
very desirable to arouse such attitudes in our occupational students not
on,ly to evaluate the relevancy of the attitudes, but to use them as rein-
forcements to behavior where possible. The use of appropriate cues will
often e.e behavioral expressions of the attitudes. For example, the
announcement that henceforth all male students in your school must not have
long hair and must come to classes wearing a tie may evoke a whole range
of reactive attitudes expressing values of the teenage,groups. _Observing
the differential reactions of students might go a long way toward exposing
their internal dynamics. Another effective way to arouse such attitudes is
through open discussions where students are allowed to express themselves
on a wide range of topics, especially if the topics are viewed by them as
controversial, the current Vietnam issue. Arousal of value-expressive
attitudes is really not difficult, though often very important or even cri-
tical, since >uch attitudes express that uniqueness to which Allport re-
ferred in his definition of personality.

It is possible to change such attitudes and it may be often desirable
to do-so in such cases as that of wit- graphics student. The key to change
is that of creating, gently and carefully, within the student a discontent
either with his self concept and its values or with his other attitudes if
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perceived as inappropriate to his true objectives. In reality, this is

what education is largely all about. In occupational education as well,

the student must be educated to function with a skill rather than merely

to be trained in a skill.

Finally the fourth of the functions to be discussed here is the knowl-

edge function. Such attitudes find their dynamics in the need to under-

stand, to know, to have order and clarity, to reconcile the self with the

world. Such attitudes provide foundations upon which to build and func-

tion; they provide standards or guides which promote a certain consistency

to life. In the case where a student perceives a given course, of study as

providing a consistent framework upon which he can aspire to his career ob-

jectives, positive affect will be associated with, the knowledge gained, not

only in the utilitarian sense, but also for the sake of the knowledge it-

self. The axiom that "truth is rewarding" is a good example of an expres-

sion of positive affect associated with knowledge and truth. The basis of

change of knowledge attitudes lies in creating again a discontent with the

current attitudes by providing new and more meaningful experiences. In this

way the person realizes the inconsistency of the old attitude-in terms of-

the new knowledge gained and thus modifies.his attitudes to resolve the dis-

content. Again the purpose of education in respect to changing such atti-

tudes should be clear: a genuine thirst for knowledge has to be created,

but unfortunately there have not been enough thirsty students.

We have spent considerable time identifying various attitude functions

for our model which are likely to be present.in our students and we have

suggested general mechanisms for change. But it would be naive for us to

stop here. It is time to suggest some specific methods by which attitudes

might be evaluated and change measured. Here I think we can look to indus-

try for practical'and efficient techniques. It would be ideal if each stu-

dent could be analyzed in depth arid a specific course of action detiiled

for him. This process would give us excellent measures of how effective

we are being in promoting or changing attitudes in order that our graduates

may be able to function not as trained robots, but as educated.human beings

with specialized skills. Certainly I am not proposing that'in depth studies

to assess change in attitudes of occupational students not be carried out

where feasible. But such studies would require professional behavioral ex,

perts working in a detailed manner. If such is possible, it should comple-

ment other less specific or more global techniques. But reality often dic=

tates the use of less expensive and quicker methods.

What I should like to propose is the creation of specific attitude in-

struments for use in occupational programs. The purpose of such instruments

would not only be to assess the individual progress of each student, but al-

so to evaluate the total education effectiveness of the occupational pro-

grams. Just as industry often takes periodic pulse readings of employees

through attitude and morale surveys, so should occupational educators. The

creation of a Vocational Morale Index is certainly within the realm of pos-

sibility. The specific format of-such ah instrument could.be varied, but

should be simple enough to be administered in groups and have sufficient

reliability so as to be able to be used over again with the same students



to provide an index of change. For example, the instrument could be givenwhen students begin a new program, and then at the midway point, and fin-ally at the finlsh. If the measured attitudes have not changed or havetaken a negative route, it would be clear that something is wrong. Nowcertainly the construction of such instruments would not be that simple
and would require considerable effort. But I can see no reason why the
instruments could not be developed. It is conceivable that many formsdepending upon program levels or types, geographic areas, socio;.economic
factors, age and experience of the students and so on would have to be
developed if such a process were to be tried on a large .scale. But it islikewise true that for a given school such an instrument could provide use-ful data relative to program successes or failures to the teachers, toun-selors, and administrators. The'classic book by Allen Edwards (1957) wouldprovide a good methodological foundation upon which to build such a Voca-
tional Morale Index. Not only, however, would the use of such an instru-ment provide non-cognitive and non-skill feedback of program success, but
it could also be the key to understanding levels and natures of attitudes
in individual cases. Data based upon daily observation coupled with in-
strument profiles could provide the key to understanding the functions ofattitudes as discussed above and shed insight into desired avenues ofarousal or change as the case might be.

It is very interesting to note that in many of the training programs
under federal sponsorship aimed at the underqualified adult, world of work
orientation training is given. The expressed purpose of such training is
the development of proper attitudes toward self, others, work and life
generally. The programs are often run on a knowledge basis, that is, ifthese adults are taught what ought to be done, they will then do it. Such
an oversimplification of attitude change is frightening to the social sci-entist. Knowledge does not imply action or change. As a matter oc fact,it is highly probable that many of these underqualified adults will emergewith poorer attitudes because attitudes will have been driven further down
into the personality system and harder to recognize, but,no less potent.

It is necessary to understand the function of certain attitudes be-
fore change mechanisms can be tried. What may work for one individual witha certain apparent attitude may not work for another, not only because itis not the same individual, but also because the attitude may be serving a
different function within the personality dynamic. The principle behindworld of work orientation is excellent and perhaps would even have rele-
vance to occupational programs in our secondary schools. Sut the current
process used is often inappropriate to the desired outcomes. The use of
some type of sensing device would give a basis for judging how much,-if
any, change is taking place.

I would like to suggest that the creation of a trial Vocational Morale
Index be attempted by interested scholars and validated. It could be a sim-
ple key to provide many insights valuable to program success. Industry has
been using these techniqueS for years with considerable success. If such
is possible in industry as varied as it is, why is it not possible in occu-
pational education? While it is not the purpose here to detail such a proc-



ess of identifying'and. measuring certain personality variables, it might

be well to point out that the instruments could take on many varied forms

including multiple -choice items, true-false statements, likes, ,dislikes,
neutral items, agree-disagree sentences, rating scales, ranking procedures,

other scaling techniques ranging from simple unidtmensional models to multi-

dimensional techniques, critical incident techniques, open ended question-
naires, free associations, structured and scored interviews, etc. The realm

of possibility for constructing specific attitude measures is extremely great
and.what is needed is a concentrated research activity related directly to
this task. A simple review of the educational literature demonstrates
noticeable lack of discussion of techniques of .attitude assessment speci-
fically in occupational education, Yet the need is great, the difficulties
surmountable, and the potenti41 value great. It is through such measures

.leading to the continued and improved education of the,total man, that occu,-
pational education will more and more achieve.its rightful and deserved role
in the legitimate educational community.-

MOTIVATION

We have just discussed the nature and function of attitudes and sug-
gested potential arousal, change, and reasurement techniques. In this

section we shall add to our model the concept of motivation, Research on

this topic is vast, For example, a recent book by Cofer and Appley (1964)

entitled, Motivation: Theory and Research, references over 2200 publica-
tiohs related to motivation which is not a complete bibliography, but a
selected one. It is also true that there are many varied theoretical ap-
proaches to motivation depending upon whether one might have, for example,
a psychoanalytic or an existential background, a learning theory or an
hedonic background, and so on, Even within the general theoretical fields
there are many related or divergent trends,. Far be it from the purpose
here to synthesize this more than half century of research and theory into
a unified approach to be applied to the oCcupational education setting.
Rather, from among the many human motives such as power, aggression, af-
filiation, sex, fear, dependency, anxiety, achievement, etc .. we shall sel-

ect one which is of direct relatedness to occupational education. That

motive is achievement.

The empirical history of achievement motivation begins in the late
1940's with the work of David McClelland'and has been continued up to the
present by many distinguished behavioral scientists. The latest major
publication is entitled, Achievement Motives: Theory and Research, by
Atkinson and Feather (1966). McClelliTIT(7g.5) took the position that
motives are specific and that it is proper to isolate certain motives and
to study them in depth, much analogous to the study of attitudes.

In order to e:Aablish an immediate reference point, I should like to
define motivation in its broadest sense after the fashion of Atkinson (1958)
as the arousal of a tendency to act to produce one or more effects. Such

a definition avoids many theoretical controversies and is adequate for the

purpose of this paper. Keeping within thetframework of this generic defi-
nition of motivation, we shall define the achievement motive (often referred
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to as nAch, or need for achievement) as a tendency to strive for successin situations involving an evaluation of one's performance in relation
to some standards of excellence.

Before we discuss achievement motivation in some detail, we shouldrefer to one very popular theory of motivation which of late has been con-
siderably applied to the world of work setting. The theory is that of
Abraham Maslow (1954) which has been called a need hierarchy theory. Basic-ally the theory postulates that the satisfaction of one need is prepotent
to the arousal of 'another need and that peed satisfaction is ordered in ahierarchy. The hierarchy from the lowest order needs to the highest orderneeds is (1) physiological.needs such as hpnger and thirst; (2) safety needssuch as security and fear of the unknown; (3) love needs suth as affiliationand affection; (4) esteem needs such as self-respect and respect from others;
(5) self-actualization needs such as self-fulfillment and total personal

.development. This hierarchy is not absolutely fixed, but rather allows for
certain reversals in various situations. It is best to say that lower or-der needs are largely satisfied before higher order needs have genuine moti-vational strength. The implication of the theory is relevant to us here,for it is, as Maslow (1955) points but, a theory of growth.motivation. Thatis, behavior resulting from the arousal of,such needs is goal-directed and
predisposes one to achieve higher order goals as lower order goals met. Itis a theory very consistent with the McClelland theory of achievement moti-vation.

Maslow says:

"So far as motivational status is concerned, healthy people
have sufficiently gratified their basic needs for safety, be-
longingness, love, respect and self-esteem so that they are
motivated primarily by trends to self-actualization (defined
as ongoing actualization of potential capacities and talents,
as fulfillment of mission or call or fate or vocation, as
fuller knowledge of, and acceptance of the person's own in-
trinsic nature, as an unceasing trend toward unity, integra-
tion or synergy within the person),.(1955, p.8).

Then in description of the self-actualized person, he lists thirteen traits:
(1) superior perception of reality; (2) increasec: acteptance of self andothers; (3) increased spontaneity; (4) increased problem centering; (5)
increased detachment; (6) increased autonomy; (7) healthier emotional
tone; (8) greater probability of aesthetic experience; (9) increased
satisfaction with human existence; (10) improved interpersonal relations;(11) more freedom of character; (12) better creativity; (13) heightenedvalue system. It should be clear that a noble life goal is to achieve a
self-actualization state, for it is through such a state that man genuinely
has the autonomy to respond to,change. Is not this critical in our tech-nological age? Should we therefore not strive to provide an environment
which assists our occupational students in aspiring toward self-actualiza-
tion? Is not one criterion of educational success the extent to which stu-
dents behave in a sel-actualizing manner? It is felt that in a discussion
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re ted to motivation of occupational students some thought must be given

to active growth motivation, that is, not only to the process whereby our

students are trained in a skill which may to a large extent be habitual

in natU e once mastered, but also to the process whereby our student in-

tegrates this skill into his personaHty system in such a way as to lead

him one step further toward his full self-actualization. If we do not

create an e vironment in' which the student sees his educational process

as a means to his self-fulfillment, we have short-changed him. For when

the environment changes, as it will in such a technologically based socie-

ty, the student must have the desire to grow with the changes and the au-

tonomy to respond to the changes. The,changihg nature of the world of work

is so great that skills mastered today may be outmoded in a few short years.

If the student does not have the capacity.of continued and spontaneous growth,

he will be worse off in the future rather than better off.

Maslow's growth motivation theory must be appreciated by all of us in-

volved in the educational process, Insofar as our programs do not predis-

pose our students to growth, the programs fail and should be evaluated'as

failures. It is so easy to evaluate a program as a Success merely because.

all graduates obtained a good-paying job within a short period of time af-

ter graduation. Yet, such a program could be a phenomenal failure in the

long run if our students emerge as rigid rather than flexible and as set

rather than responsive to change, The importance of such non-cognitive

variables to-occupational education has never been greater. (The author

Wishes to refer ,you tb a/very interesting article' by C.. K. Lipsman (1967).

in a recent issue of Vocational Guidance Quarterly.in which the Maslow

theory is related to vocational-choice.

Achievement motivation theory is entirely consistent with the Maslow

growth motivation theory. As stated above achievement motivatiL, is a ,

tendency to strive for success in situations involving an evaluation of

one's performance in relation to some standards Of excellence. Just as the

pursuit of self-actualization tendencies needs tq be fostered in our stu-

dents so does the achievement motive. Perhaps on essential difference re-

lates to the notion that the process of self-actualization is a continuous'

process of a long range nature, a disposition toward which one strives but-

does not necessarily accomplish at any given pointVin time. On the other

hand the achievement motive produces-states of immediate effect-. It pro-

duces tendencies to succeed in tasks not only of a long range nature but

here and now, such as passing a course with good grades, or mastering a

technique with as much perfection as possible. The achievement motive

may be a route to and a means of self-actualization.

The achievement motive also relates to the level of aspiration of a

person. Lewin and his associates (1944) have adequately investigated this

concept and should be referred to by all interested in the process of stu-

dent growth. Cofer and Appley state: " it woul&be argued that the

history of someone who has high nAch must be one of competition with per-

formance standards or one in which the individual was expected by himself

to do things well," (1964, p.763). It is probably true that persons high

in nAch also have realistically high levels of aspiration, but not so high

as not to be achievable. it has been shown empiriCally, for example, that
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people with high nAch have a tendency to select casks involving risk of
intermediate difficulty and thereby allowing themselves to achieve thetask goal and experience the resultant satisfaction. On the other hand
peopie low in nAch select either high risk or low risk tasks. The for-mer does nct lead to goal attainment, but-rather to frustration and dis-couragement; the latter leads to goal attainment but with little or nosustaining satisfaction. Both high and low risk task undertaking do notreinforce the achievement motive, but instead lead to high anxiety or
"E:4045tration and to a stifled desire to excel. The point to be made isthat our students need to be nurtured in respect to achievement motiva-tion so that they neither become overachievers and thereby.frustrated orunderachievers and thereby not challenged_ Proper encouragement, ade-quate support, and a healthy, though not threatening, competition willgo a long way to foster the achievement motive.

Even more basic is tne attainment of goals which will foster a re-spect for self and encourage attaining more difficult goals.- Certainly,it is within the realm of the occupational teacher to structure an en-vironent whi,ch allows the student to taste achievement by success at
numerous undertakings. Nothing breeds success better than success. Onthe other hand, if the environment is structured so difficult as constant-ly to frustrate the student, he will develop a state of anxiety which hemust relieve. His choices are many, but he will probably either drop outand flee the anxiety producing situation, or he will do barely enough to
get by and will remain as distant as he can in his attempt to avoid the
anxiety producing tasks_ On the other hand, if goals are set.that aretoo easy and are accomplished without challenge, the student may develop
an exadgerated sense of ability only to be frustrated later on the job,

Our task here is to shed some light on how to assess'whether or not-our programs are making an Impact in these areas. It is necessary to knowwhat we are trying to assess. Atkinson and Feather (1966) state that therehas been no real advance in the techniques of measuring differences in theachievement motive since 1949. Th s McClelland's early work apparentlystill stands as basic. His approach to the measurement of achievement mo-tivation is sound in theory but difficult in practice. The basic hypothe-sis of McClelland's method is that when needs exist strongly in a personthey will be reflected in fantasy states. For example, when a person is
very hungry, he daydreams of food or when a person is not sexually satis-fied, he dreams of sexual fulfillment, Thus if a person has a high needfor achievement, it should be reflected in his fantasy world. McClellanddevised a way to score a highly projective test technique to obtain anindex of need for achievement. The test used is the Thematic ApperceptionTest (TAT) which is so widely familiar to many. Numerous empirical evi-dence supports the projective approach. A similar aPproach using the IowaPicture Interpretations Test (IPIT) has been tried with some success, Inthe case of IPIT, the-tested subject selects one of four statements about
each picture, as opposed to freely discussing the picture as in the use ofTAT. Both approaches require the use of a highly trained test technicianfor the administration and scoring. Such instruments are not practical on
a mass scale'to assess achievement motivation in our education programs.
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Even Atkinson and Feathe r recognized this when they said. "Cert-inly anobjective test would have the advantage of ease of adminstration andscoring whereas the coding of projective brotoco"s._of 9 achievement takesmore time and requires more tra-ning," 0966, p.35.1'_

Before we go on to make some suogest-ons relative to measures ofachievement motvation that will be of evaluative merit in occupationaleducation, we should ,iew one other published test. That test is the Ed-w .ds Personal Preference Schedule. The EPPS measures the strengths of anumbe2r of personal needs with'n the tested zubjedt The needs measured-are ach-evement, deference, order, exhib-t-on, autonomy, affiliation, in-traception, succorance, dominance, abaemert, nurturance, change, endur-ance, heterosexuality, and aggress-on. NI-11er ,(1966 in a doctoral dis-sertation was able to dist-nguish between graduates and dropouts in en-gineering technology 'n a post-se7ondary technical institute usng theEPPS Those who graduated scored s,gh'-cantly highe- ih achievementthan dropouts and ti-e dropouts scored 'cgl--ftcantly h7gher jn affiliationand nurturance than the g-aduates Tt appea,-s that the EPPS may be ofsome value to dciational programs where acnie,ement mot'vation change isdesired and needs to be measured

What is needed more sim'lar to what needed to assess attitudechange, where we suggested some type of a vocational morale index 'fash-ioned after 'Industrial
techn,ques of assessng attitudes. McClelland (1955)n a recent article states that there are three ways to measure motivation_The first method involves ask-ng the subject Allpo t-re-nforces this ideav,-hen ne says:

Nhen we set out to study a person's moti,es we are seekingto find out what that per=on -s trylng to do in this "ife, in-c7uding of course what he trying to be T .see no reasonwhy we should not start cur investigation by asking him to tellus the answers as he sees them
, most people, I suspect,can tell what they are try-ng to do 7r this 1:fe with a highdegree of validity,

certainly not less on the average than thevalidty of project-ve -nstruments," (1962, p 171).
Also included in ;this first method a(e cluest-onna-res, tests, and otherself-,-eport inventories :The po'nt s.,that the subject furnishes youdirectly with the information From the oral or wr-tten information ob-tained, you infer by whatever terhniques you select for reasons of relia-bility and validity to the mot:ye state McClelland (Cofer and_Appley,1964) warns, holiiever, that when measuring achevement with this.directapproach one must distinguish between need for achievementeasures (nAch)and value of achievement (vAch.) measures The former is actually the meas-ure of the achievement

motivatlon process whereas the latter is the measureof the conscious desire to achieve. Certainly these are different, but bothare important with one serving to reinforce the other. McClelland feelsthat projective techniques as he uses are more geared to nAch, whereas self-report questionnaires tend to measure the conscious des're to achieve, Realevidence supporting this hypothecation is lacking.
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I would like to suggest three approaches here that ought to be re-
searched for their potentiaLusefulness in assessing achievement motiva7
tion chance in occupational education. The first would be an instrument
which has a series of task statements which the student is asked to rate
in terms of,nis perceived ability to perform the tasks realistically.
Not only coUl\d such an instrument give ,an achievement level profile, but
it could also'give an index of over and underachievement which was dis-
cussed above, it is suggested that the instrument be used in conjunction
with certain ability measures. The assessment of whether or not the stu-
dent is prone to Overachievement or underachievement could be made by mat-
ching his score on the motivation measure with his ability score. To my
knowledge this approach is not in use in any area, especially not in oc-
cupational education_ The second possible direct measure I would suggest
would be an instrument in which the student would rate a series of jobs
on some occupational prestige scale, This measure could lead to an index
of the level of occupational aspiration of the student. For example, if
he rates a welder as high as he rates an engineering technician, he might
aspire no higher than to a welding career. Such an instrumen:: needs con-
siderable developmental research and could prove to be of no value. Nev-
ertheless, it is worthy of research, for if it could be made to work, it
would not only give a motivational measure, but also might give some in-
dex of occupational interest, a concept to be discussed later in this paper.
In addition to serving,a twofold purpose, it would be extremely easy to ad-
minister and would be objectively scored. The third direct approach I would
like to suggest would be the constrw:tion of an attitude type instrument
from whith levels of achievement motivation might be inferred. Statements
-such as "luck-is more important to success than ability" are the type of
statement in-mind. If the student strongly agrees with such a statement,
it should be safe to infer a very low state of achievement motivation, Again
much developmental work needs to be done, but it is worth the effort, The
practical payoff could be great in terms of the benefits to occupational
education.

The second major method of measuring motivation suggested by McClelland
(1965) is by asking others, that is, to have the subjects assessed on moti-
vation by others. This technique is used in education, business and govern-
ment for many purposes. It certainly could be made to work in the assessment
of motivational change in occupational education. Here too research on re-
liable assessment scales is suggested so that this technique might have the
maximum power possible. Adequate research will help standardize techniques
as well so that cross comparisons of programs can be used for whatever pur-
pose needed.

Finally the third general motivational measure is that of observing
behavior. This technique is especially applicable to assessing achievement
motivation and its increase or decrease over time. There are many possi-
bilities here and a few will be suggested. Sears (1957) suggests an ap-
proach in which certain behavioral objectives are set for each person based
upon his abilities, etc. Thereupon these critical behaviors are observed
in an anecdotal fashion. Another suggestion would follow the critical in-
cident technique used in the Armed Services and in business to assess be-
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havior, In this case whenever the student is observed involved in some

critical behavior, it is 'recorded. Change in such-behavior can be ob-

served by comparing periods of time. If,there appears to be significant

increase in critcal behaviors related to achievement over successive

periods of time, it might be inferred that there is improvement in the

need for achievement or the levels of aspiration, A third behavioral ap-

proach might simply be by the obse,Yation of certain asSigned tasks and

the manner in which the tasks are attempted. It is possible to have weights

attached to ievels of task accompl,shments. What in effect is created is -a

tehavi.oral sample test, but the-behavior observed could be measured and

scored as to achievement_ As stated above, there are many possibilities

within the behavioral observation approach in fact, McClelland himself

says: "Why not use that as a simple method of measuring motivation: how

hard does the pupil work?" (1965, p_529).

Ih summary, we have further enlarged our model with the nature of mo-

tivation and viewed the growth theory of Maslow as well as the achievement

theory of McClelland. 1,Je_have stressed the critical importance motivation

development in programS of occUp-a-tional
education -and have suggested sev-

eralapproaches to measuring motives for the purpose of evaluating program

success. It is gerierally held that motives are learned, and, if this be

the case, let theM be learned well while in occupational education. We

would shortchange our
students if we me-ely gave them a skill but did not

give them the force to execute the skill with maximum power and flexibility

to adapt to change.

VOCATIONAL:INTERESTS

The final personality
dynamic to be included in our model here is that

of vocational interests Guion (1965) defined interests as attitudes to-

ward activities and stated that intense interests are
motivating, for peo-

ple do things suggested by their interests. The relevance of vocational

interests and.their
relationship to other factors is also summed up in the

statement by Edward Strong: "In general, his interests indicate the direc-

tion he should go; his abilities determine how far he tan go; and his moti-

vation, ambition, fight_dete-rmination, stick-to-itiveness Indicate how far

he will go," ..;_1956-;---15P,188-189l.

Unlike attitudes and motivation as related to occupational education,

the concept of vocational interests has been covered very adequately

the technical literature and there is little that can be added here, To

summarize the yast literature would be a task far more
extensive than pos-

sible here. However, this paper would not be complete without mention of

the concept, which is among those non-cognitive variables inherently re-

lated to occupational education. Perhaps one of the most lucid and compra-

hensive treatments of the subject can be found in the, classic work of Donald

Super and John Crites (1962) entitled: Appraising Vocational Fitness. I

will take the liberty of presenting a lengthy quotation from that book which

sums up the dynamics of interests within the personality structu-e:

"Interests are the product of-interaction between inherited

neural and endocrine
factors, on the one hand, and opportunity
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and social evaluation on the other. Some of the things a
person does well as a result of aptitudes bring him the satis-
faction of mastery or the approval of his companions, and re-
sult in interests. Some of the things hiS associates do ap-
peal to him and, through identification he patterns his act-
ions and his interests after them; if he fits the pattern rea-
sor.ably well, he remains in it, but if not, he must seek an-
other identification and develop another self-concept and in-
terest pattern. His needs and his mode of adjustment may
cause him to seek certain satisfactions, but the means of
achieving these satisfactions vary so much from one person,
with one set of aptitAes and in one set of circumstances,
to another person with other abilities and in another situ-
ation, that the prediction of interest patterns from needs
and from modes of adjustment is hardly possible. Because
of the stability of the hereditary endowment and the rela-
tive stability of the social environment In which any given
person is reared, interest patLerns are generally rather
stable; stability is further increased by the multiplicity
of opportunities for try-outs, identification, and social ap-
proval in the years before adolescence. By adolescence most
young people in developed areas have had opportunities to ex-
plore social, linguistic, mathematical, technical and business
activities to some extent; they have sought to identify with
parents, other adults, and schoolmates, and have rejected some
and accepted others of these identifications and the related
social roles; self-concepts have begun to take a definite form.
For these reasons interest patterns begin to crystallize by
early adolescence, and the exploratory experiences of the
adolescent years in most cases merely clarify and elaborate
upon what has already begun to take shape. Some persons ex-
perience significant changes during adolescence and early
adulthood, but these are most often related to normal endocrine
changes, and less often to changes in self-concept resulting
from having attempted to live up to a misidentification and to
fit into an inappropriate pattern, or to experiences which
greatly broaden previously narrow horizons. Vocational inter-
est patterns generally have a subs.tantial degree of perman-
ence at this stage; for most persons, adolescent exploration
is an awakening to something that is already there," (1962,
pp0410-411).

It is generally agreed that interests are relatively stable, at least
by the college years. Much longitudinal research over considerable per-
iods of time confirms this stability. Since such stability does seem to
exist, the concept of vocational interest should play a significant role
in the process of occupational education. To the extent possible or de-
sirable, students should be channeled into tracks at least parallel with
their patterns of interest. It is fortunately true that many serious at-
tempts at the determination of vocational interests have been made in oc-
cupational counseling through testing and related procedures. It is per-
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haps appropriate to list in a summary fashion some of the more widely used

measures of vocational interests, _No attempts at serious evaluation wi-71

be made because of the wealth of published research and literature on the

measUrement of interests and on the specific instruments cited. below. ThP

list is by no means inclusive of all interestNmeasures, but, rather, typi-

fies those which have received considerable use. They are:

1, Allport-Vernon-Lindzey Study of Values
2, Brainard Occupational Preference Inventory

3. California Occupational Interest Inventory

4. Cardell Primary Business Interest Test
5. Cleeton Vocational Tnterest Inventory
6. Gregory Academic IntereSt Inventory

Guilford-Shneidman-Zimmerman Interest Survey

8, Kuder\Preference Record
9. Lee-Thorpe Occupational Interest Inventory

10. Michigan Vocabulary Profile Test
11. Minnesota Vocational Interest InVentory
12. Pictoral Interest Inventory .

13. Purdue gob Preference Survey
14. Rothwell-Miller Interest Blank
15. Strong Vocational Interest Blank
16. Thurstone Interest Schedule

While we suggested several alternatives to the identification and
measurement of attitudinal and motivational variables since there appear

to be no adequate measures specifically related to occupational educa-
tion, we offer here no new suggestions in terms of interest measures.
The research has been prodigious and .the development of measures contin-

ues in many spheres, One of the latest of which, and very promising, is

the newly issued Minnesota Vocational Interest Inventory,

Vocational interest measures should be a part of every serious pro-

gram of occupational education at the secondary and postsecondary level

where young people are trying to mold themselves into careers consistent

with. their personality dynamics. The use of such measures in skills up-
grading or adult continuing education or other such occupational train-
ing programs is far less meaningful and may indeed be rather inefficient
and invalid for the purposes for which such programs are offered. Such

is not true in the case of the young person aspiring toward a suitable

vocational choice. Since there has been considerable success with in-

terest measures, it seems that more widespread use should be made in or-

der to achieve the educational efficiency that our times call for. Every

effort should be made to reduce the trial and error approach to career

choice. Such choice should be made as systematic as possible. This or-

derly approach to occupational education will reduce duplication and make

for an efficient educational process which can be more responsive to the
students.



SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The purpose of this paper was to shed some light on certain person-ality variables in occupational education. It was-implied early in thepaper that if cccupational education is to be accepted more widely by
other educators and the public as true educatiGn and not merely as oc-
cupational training, it must achieve greater acceptance into the total
educational community. One way for such acceptance is through the con-stant search for ways to improve its relatedness to the total man, Inother words, it must be kept clear that there is far more to occupational
education than merely imparting a skill. The total personality sy,temmust be prepared and equipped to handle the new skill so that the person
maximizes the potential of the imparted skill. It is one thing to givea person the psycho-motor habit patterns to perform a task of a given oc-
cUpation, but it is quite another thing to make a productive worker outof a person. Most people can achieve basic job skills, but far fewer canbecome proficient workers. Insofar as formal occupational education pro-grams merely teach a person an isolated skill rather than a method of
utilizing a skill for self-fulfillment and productive -utput (when thisis the objective), the programs fail, Fortunately, fewer and fewer pro-grams are guilty of-this inadequacy, Certainly there is a place for mere-
ly imparting skills into those who may simply want a new skill, but inthe case where a career is being molded, imparting skills is far fromenough,

We have attempted to build a conceptual model as a basis for meas-
uring personality changes associated with occupational education. Weindicated the nature of personality as dynamic, rooted only historically
in the past but oriented toward the future. We then pro,:?.eded to thenature and functions attitudes play in this dynamic personality systemand suggested ways to arouse and change these attitudes. We concludedthat section by suggesting a Vocational Morale Index as a measure of at-titude levels and change in occupational programs. Then we turned to theconcept of motivation and summarized two ,jeories, one of growth motiva-tion and one of achievement motivation. Several ideas related to measur-ing motivation levels and change were presented. Finally some mention wasmade of vocational interests and their measurement.

It is concluded that genuine effort must be made in respect to the
identification and measurement of non-cognitive and noh-skill aspectsof occupational education.' ,Real progress has been made in interest meas-,urement, but far leSs progress has been made in attitude and motivationmeasurement. The position is taken that without greater concern ft:it- thesefactors, occupational education will be perceived at best as merely train-
ing and can never hope to gain greater acceptance as a legitimate educa-
tional process.

The objective of occupational education must be more than simply pro-
ducing bodies equipped with a salable skill. In the words of AtkThson and
Feather (1965) we must create achievement oriented personalities who will



NL

be responsive.to growth and the demands of technological change. A rigid

person may function efficiently for a while when the challenges of growth

are not dmanding. But when plasticity is required, this same person who

stands still falls behind. Thus the rigid graduate in whom the seeds of

achievement are not planted will not grow in the challenge of economic

life. Our technology is ,exploding with such phenomenal force that even

the person who has the capability for growth and responsiveness to chang-

ing demands is often prone to be overwhelmed. What then will happen to

the occupational student who may be conditioned rather than educated? The

need to evaluate our programs on the level of personality variables is para-

mount. It is hoped that the model presented.in the paper will serve as a

basis for research in the identification and measurement of these variables

which are to critical to program success. Gross recently contributed an

excellent article on the preparation for work life. In the article was an

emphasis for a broadened vocational counseling, an emphasis 'certainly con-

sistent with the theme of this paper. A quotation from the article wit-

nessing the necessity for an increased scope serves as a fitting close to

this paper:

... to enable a person to grow into a style of life that in-

cludes learning to live in a community and to change from one

community to another, securing learning to handle the changing

educational requirements of one's children and oneself, using

recreational opportunities for self-development, adjusting to

the process of moving which may be expected to be relatively

'frequent, and perhaps providing the individual with some ideas

and help in understanding the society and economy that often

disturbs his occupational career so rudely," (1967, p.422).
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PROGRAM PLANNING AND EVALUATION

Perfecting planning; program budgeting and systems analysis in the
federal agencies grew out of the President's directive of 1965.

The resulting effort on the part of many federal agencies has car-
ried over and influenced State and local government.

The application of systems development by industrial organizations
has been profit-oriented_ The application of systems development to gov-
ernment services has been service-oriented and thereby striving to pro-
vide the best possible combination of servites with limited resources,

We who are dedicated to occupational education strive for effective-
ness by providing for people the proper programs and for efficiency by
doing them well,

\

\

My remarks wil1 focus on planning and systems analysis pertaining to
vocational education. We are concerned with the present status of proorams
and evidence of program results. We are concerned with how to present a
continuous flow of evidence in a most acceptable manner.

Many of us know that each one here and the organization you represent
can be a powerful force in perfecting public vocational education. While
our country leads the world in volume of education, certain imbalances
must be adjustedthe incidence of unemployment,-dropout, delinquenty,
and inequality of education, Increasingly, these imbalances have caused
us to look critically upon traditional metnods of providing educational
services that do not fully allow for those significant primary factors
which affect the education of the individual.

Expectation is growing that modern concepts of education will be fully
applied. 1-se concepts encompass the total education of each individual
as he grows and matures in American society.

ELEMENTS OF PL,L.'INING

With increasing expectation of more effective delivery of education-
al services, systefflatic planning is demanded for-a more accurate balane
of programs in r9sponse to people and in cisideration of available re-
sources. This planning concerns itself with ccmprehensive vocational edu-
cation which consists of three divisions of activity: (1) the effort dir-
ected toward initial educational developmentthat is, those efforts nec-
essary to adjust each individual to a useful oc:upational and social role
in American society; (2) i,...ca:ning the education provided from time to
time as necessary to help each inc7idual remain productive and adjusted
toward the American social system; and (3) continuing education directed



to,all individuals who may benefit from it vocationally as they mature-in

the American society.

Many educational institutions do not see their role as comprehensive,

nor do they consider their program in the light of overall local and State

programs, nor make meaningful comparisons between alternative programs or

alternative ways of carrying out programs. Their tendency i5 to select and

justify programs on the basis of intuition or tradition; to plan and budget

in terms of object.and activity, and to evaluate in terms of effort expended.

Mr. Armstrong warned against evaluation of process.

One encounters planning r a vacubm, Or compartmentalized planning, i,e.,

each occupational department plannfngtheir school or State program based on

minimal increase. The recent interest "management by objective," or "Dro-

gram packaging" has encouraged State and local communities to conduct broad

planning activities to,reduce educational and otner problems, i e., Model.

Cities, Cooperative Health planning, 5x5x5 State finance projects. Planning

which is comprehensive must involve all agencies and organizations whicf-L-

contritube to the provisions of occupational education, Such planning consi-

ders in a rational and systematic manner the capabilities and contributions

of agencies, organizations and systems (both educational and non-educational)

which are essential to effectively deliver educational service, /

Heretofore, vocationa7 educators have presented a plan composed in most

instances of pieces stapled together What should a plan inclUde-to meet-the

most recent expectations?

Any agency or organization involved in planning for educational programs

necessarily has a mission which is imposed by legislation, regulation, char,

ter or .other means, -he mission specifies the organization's reason for ex-

istence, describes the general services or functions it performs and defiles

the limits of its jurisdiction and authority. The mission remains more or

less fixed unless changed by law or other ficial action, For example, the

mission of vocational education is to pr vide throughout the nation readily

accessible programs of vocational and tec nical education for persons of _,11

ages in all communities at all levels, which will enable these.persons to

enter and advance in the Nation's labor force.

Goals are established by the orgafti'zation's leade-s. A goal is a loig-

range specified statement.of accomplishment toward which programs are ''irected.

It may be es ambitious or idealistic as good judgment dictates, but it must be

consistent with the mission. A time is not fixed for its achievement. A goal

should be stated in terms of completely overcoming an educational problem or

reducing it to the extent which the st,te of the art permits. A goa. is not

stated in -terms of the current availability of resources, although it must

depend upon the current state of knowledge. Broad goals will be set by local,

State and Federal agencies responsible for overall comprehensive planning,

We should strive =or considerable uniformity. Operatind agencies and

oraanizations clovered.4 overall comprehensive Oans will respond with 2222a-

tional education objectives appropriate to their respective mission; 'these

objectives will be the milestones along the path of achievement of the yoal,
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An example of a program goal.in vocational education is: to maintain
and improve existing programs and develop new programs of vocational edu-
cation directed toward persons with special needs at the secondary level.

An objective is stated in terms of achieving a measured amount of
progress towards a goal or maintaining a certain measured level of edu-
cation required by a goal during a specified interval of time.

An example of an objective for a State is: given tenth-grade stu-
.dents who are-three years below average in reading level, to provide re-
medial reading, occupational education and placement for employment for
70 percent of the target group (10,000) at the end of the twelfth grade,
at an estimated cost of $2,000 per student and ultimately reaching a tar-
get -group of 50,000 students a year in five years. These.are the beginL
ning specifications of a comprehensive educational plan.

The mission, goal and objectives must be comprehensive in terms of
geographical and popul-ation coverage. In addition, a plan should repre-
sent comprehensive plans of action for all agencies involved in mitigat-
ing all causes of occupational educational deficiencies. The plan should
be constructed under the general framework of a goal which is stated in
terms of educational status, Additionally, the plan which states the
educational problems, their causes and related factors should also con-
tain educational objectives quantified in terms of expected terminal be-
haviors in a specified time.

Operational educational objectives should be supported by.curriculum
objectives, which are stated in quantified terms and directed toward amel-
iorating specific educational deficiencies over similar time projections.
Thus the plan must specify in quantified terms those activities which are
to.be carried out by the specified agencies or persons who will accomplish
the curriculum objectives which, in turn, support the operatiJnal objec-
tives in ultimate terminal experiences of the students served. The pro-
jected activities or plans of action are the heart of comprehensive edu-
cational planning. They constitute the blueprint for action, the coromit-
ment to do something calculted to help attain the desired educational
status, These plans of action canno- be limited-to classical educational
activity but must encompass activities of other agencies_ which have re-
sponsibilities and authority for certain educational program areas; for
example: socioeconomic condition, health, housing conditions, working
conditions and work opportunities are all factors which may adversely af-
fect educational status, but which are-not within the direct purview of
official educational agencies. Thus, comprehensive educational planning-
must consider plans of action to be ,arried out by agencies which are not
educational but which Fre directed toward these factors. This points to
operations analysis.

OPERATIONS ANALYSIS

Operations analysis provides information not decisions, Analysis
makes appropriate-material available to'decision-makers; and if decision-
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makers will not use it,.then the operations analysis cannot be effective.

Decision-makers must be taught the use and the import of operations analy

sis. As I petitioned the -RCU -Directors, I petition you to find ways to ef-

fectively influence decision-makers, if you are not now doing so.

Problem identification is of critical importance. The problem defi-

nition may not be too narrow; individuals working in operations analysis

must develop social sensitivity. It is on this critical point that edu-

cators might lose control to those Acquainted with program budgeting and

systems analysis techniques. We must be careful of the way in which re-

sults are communicated. We must be careful that the data presented is

meaningful and correct, We should not develop analysis in a vacuum, and

we should describe realistic expectations as-a result of analysis.

Maintaining and expanding a program of pubiiC vocational education

depends greatly upon the proper utilization of reliable sources of data

and the sophisticated analysis of these data and consideration of the

other vocational education activities which are available. In many pub-

lic or private organizations the program goals, the program objectives ard

the budget are expressions of purpose and program.;_hence thei.r preciseness

may be a reflection of past performance inCluding bothbccesses and fail-

ures..

Many decisions must be made at many levels; they must be viewed as

best choices among several alternative programs in the context of balanc-

ing needs against resources. It would be fair to say that with the excep-

tion of planning for the erecting of buildings, most program decisions have

been confined to meeting immediate needs and planning for the use of pres-

ently available resources. Our task is being expanded to include that of

more accurately predicting needed programs and necessary resources for

several years,in advance. Considerable evidence s.lows that too narrow a

focus oh the immediate present and too much reliance on the past structure

of administration-and operation restricts the utilization of data and limits

imaginative assumptions too early in the formulation of many plans. We do

not know what structural changes will occur in administration or the amount

of resources devoted by the several levels of government to meet the needs

of the student population to be served through vocational-education. There-

fore,'the focus should be on what needs to be done to and for people who

will -Fill occupational roles. We must focus on what is right and not wor-

ry so much about who is right.

Usually a considerable amount of confusion surrounds an area of acti-

vity JefOre it receives definitive attention, such as the needs of inner-

city disadvantaged youth and health care. Individuals with considerable

experience will need sensitivity in order 4aL.state probldms in a manner

which defines them sufficiently to suggest methods of action. , Confusion

may result when conditions change from normal or static. Abnormalsitu-

ations pressing on society may bring problems into sharp focus. Imagina-

tion, the ability to perceive problems and knowledge of problem areas are

required before one may begin to solve them.
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Changing value systems bring into focus dormant problems which other-
wise might have been ignored. Observations may be of many kinds. Facts
and values are usually combined in a creative process before serious con-
sideration is given to the solution of problems or until they achieve
priority attention. Postulates are sorted out and combined into theories
from which assumptions are ultimately derived. Seldom are all facets of
a problem'entirely new or unique. New observations combined with old prac-
tices may turn up new probabilities of solutions. Expertise is necessary
to frame goals and measurable objectives:

Research people like yourselves and those you may train can.possess
the skills necessary for doing high quality systems analysis. Intellec-
tual honesty must be maintained as program plans are'developed and alter-
natives presented. DeciSions involve selection of the.best alternatives
from many possible choices. Decisions are made on the basis of combined
facts and values, Facts may be misleading ince they are often derived
from accepted prctices and beliefs which may no longer be valid. One
example of an accepted belief was the saying, 'Everything that goes up
comes down," and space. exploration has blown that formerly accepted be-
lief. The same may be true for many of the accepted educational beliefs.

Values are usually derived from accepted and individual practices.
The validity of the combination of facts and values leads to acceptance
or rejection of this combination when it is presented at the proper time
in acceptable language by the right individual to the ultimate decision-
makers. Modern management demands that alternatives be prepared and ac-
companied by hypothetical 'results, both desirable and undesirable. Oth' r-
wise, a course of action may be relatively .meaningless. Action taken on
this basis creates an image of the reliability of the organization or of
the individuals taking the action. Whether recognized or not, action is
taken on the_continuum of uncertainty and, most approviately, from the
position of certainty. It must be our desire as planning evaluation and
research specialists to strengthen the hand of the decision-makers.

PROGRAM EVALUATION

A point I have not touched upon until now is program evaluation. 1-17e-
planning process is obviously not complete wi.thout a specific plan for evalu-
ation. As noted previously, the criteria for setting objectives and plans
of action require that they be measured. Program evaluation is a process of
determining the extent to which specific objectives and predetermined levels
of operation are attained. Management uses program evaluation to insure that
intentions are actually realized and that the desired effect is achieved.
Evaluation is not a simple task nor an easy one. Many difficulties are en-
countered. ,-he basic responsibility of e/aluation is the appraisal of ser-
vices in terms of their impact on the problems of the people that vocation-
al education is intended o serve. In spite of many difficulties, the evalu-
ation process must be performed. Without it, no plan of action can be valid
and reasonably expected to be carried out successfully. Evaluation is thus
used in all phases of program planning and program opera-"on, it represents
a feedback mechanism that consistently provides information necessary for the



appraisal of any phase of the operational process. It reduces the gap be-
tween foresight and hindsight. The group assembled here is well qualifie_
to select the method or methods to be used for evaluation of educational
services. ,

The uniform development and use of a basic information system will
faci'itate evaluation of program progress at any time interval and help
to establish the cause and effect relationships.

I hope that I have given you an overview of a task that we are all
dedicated to accomplish. I would like to make a couple of statements which
will further reinforce what I have tried to present.

Joe Hall of Miami said, "One thing we all know is that change will come
whether we plan for it or not, but the piecemeal approach of the past will
no longer provide the kinds of solutions our schools need today. We can no
longer move from one program to another in linear fashion, cutting an uncer-
tain path as we go. We must have a clear idea of the ultimate destination
of all of our programs in education and we must map our itinerary With the
utmost care and precision."

Simply stated, this means that educational leaders must give attention
to the process by which changes are made as well as to the changes themselves.
We need to bring more systems design to educational planning. This is noth-
ing new, really. We live in an era of systems--systems ar.11ysis, systems
management, systems rifigineering. Systems designeu research is transforming
the structure of American industry and technology.' Systems strategy. applied
to education would help us look at p-oblems more comprehensively to define
mission, goals, and objectives more clearly, and to plan and evaluate pro-
grams much more effectively than ever before.

Fishman of Colorado stated, "Industry and government are looking to
vocational education, asking why the job of providing skilled manpower has
not been done. They will not consider the fact that vocational education
has for many years been playing second fiddle to college preparatory ori-
ented programs, but take the point of view that a great deal of money is
now being spent on vocational education."

We have and will have, increasingly so, serious competition for re-
sources. Alice Rivlin, Assistant-Secretary-for Planning,, of the Depart-
ment of Health, Education and Welfare commented recentTy, concerning in-
formation to support budget, ."For some programs we had good information.
For others we had less good, and vocational education, as the Advisory
'7,ommission has pointed out, was one of the weak areas. /It's very hard at
the national level to see what the money is being spept for, what are the
characteristics of the students and what is happening to them. We've
learnec that hard information or the effectiveness of Federal programs is
very hard to come by. This is true of vocational'education, but it is true

'of almost everything else. Thre's nothing very special abc..it vocational
;education in this regard."
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I have not mentioned cost/benefit, but it's in the picture. It's
going to be a very long time before the cost/bene-rit analysis can have
anything useful to say about big decisions. This is not fodiscount im-
port and usefulness of cost/benefit. There are a number of reasons;-one
is that the benefits are difficult to measure. We really need more work
on smaller decisions--the decisions of how to run a particular program bet-
ter and how to gain the proper balance of programs in response to labor
force requirements and the requirements of people.

/ I will enumerate a few other factors that are believed to be Of cri-
tfcal importance, but I will not elaborate upon them. They are'the sev-
eral groups served through public information about vocational edUtation;
models for planning; Federal, State and,lbcal relationships; and the uni-
formity of terminology.

Is it impossible to develop uniform mission, goal, and objective state-
ments, and uniform Evaluation, without utilizing a uniform terminology? We
believe that "Standard Terminology for Local and State School Systems" will
be a great aid in establishing uniform terminology. This has been developed
by the U. S. Office of Education's Terminology Compatibility Branch, Divi-
sion of Statistical Operations. The Taxonomy of Occupatfonal Titles and -In-
structional- Programs, developed by the Division of Vocational and Technical
Education in cooperation with the Department 'of Labor, should also be use-
ful in forming a data base in planning, evaluation and reporting. I believe
it would be difficult to overstress the important contributions this group
can make to State vocational education planning and evaluation.

Immense amounts of information are needed for establishing vocational
program projettions. Information may be provided by surveys or,-in many
cases, by syntheses of available Statistical and'qualitative data. But re-
gardlesS of the types of evaluatire strategies or evaluative studies con-
ducted or the methodology utilized, studies should be initiated in connec-
tion with or after consultation with the State Directors of Vocational Edu-
cation or their designated planning officers. Research on Evaluation car-
ried out independently because of individual interests should be relegated
to a very low priority, The idea of research on'Evaluation being independent
of program operation in this particular arena of activity/does not seem to
be abpropriate. All that is said about program planninj and information
systems is not to imply that these will do the, decision-making, but that
they will increase the capability of the decision-makers at the various lev-
els of activity in local, State and Federal programs,
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PLANNING AND PROGRAM COMMITTEE

JOHN K. COSTER, Director, Center for Occupational Education, North Caro-
lina State University at Raleigh, Chairman.

HAROLD STARR, Specialist in Evaluation, Center for Vocational and Techni-
cal Education, The Ohio State University, Columbus.

ALAN G. ROBERTSON, Director of Evaluation, The University of the State of
New York, Albany; Representing the AVA Research Committee.

CONSULTANTS

CHARLES M. ARMSTRONG, AssoCiate, World Wide Education and Research Insti-
tute, Salt Lake City, Utah. Consultant tp Group A. --

JOSEPH E. CHAMPAGNE., Associate Director, Human Resource.3
ersity of Houston. Consultant to Group B. I

9ram, Univ-

WILLIAM R. GRIEVE, Professor of Education, New York University, Consultant
to Group C.

ARTHUR R. JONES, Associate Sociologist, Social Science ResearCh Council,
Mississippi State University, State College. Consultant Group D.

OTTO P. LEGG, Assistant Director, Program Planning-and Develowilent Branch,
- Division of Vocational and Technica-i Education, U. S. Offie of Edu-

cation, Washington, D. C. Consultani. it Large.

JANE PERRY, Progrum Evaluation Officer, Bureau,of Adult, Vocatokial, and
Library Programs, U. S. Office of Educatton, Washington, D. . Con-
sultant at Large.

PARTICIPANTS

Ruth I. Anderson
Professor of Business Education
North Texas State University
enton, Texas

James AndrewBikkie
Assistant Professor, Teacher Educator Distributive

Education and Office Education
University of Nebraska
Lincoln, Nebraska
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David C. Bjorkquist
Associate Professor, Vocational Education
The Pennsylvania State University
University Park, Pennsylvania

Gene Bottoms

Associate State Director of Vocational Education
Georgia State Department of Education
Atlanta, Georgia

T. Carl Brown
State Supervisor of Distributive Education
North Carolina Department of Public Instruction
Raleigh, North Carolina

Harold M. Byram
Professor of Education
Michigan State University
East Lansing, Michigan

Fairchild Carter
Associate Professor, Business Administration
North Texas State University
Denton, Texas

Julia I. Dalrymple,/

Professor,1 Home EcOnomics Education
Ohio State University
Columbus, Ohio'

Kenneth M. Eaddy
Director, Research Coordinating Unit
State Department of Education, Vocational-Technical Education
Tallahassee, Florida,

Max. U. Eninger
President

Educational SystemS Research Institute
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

Ralph 0. Gallington

Professor of Technical & Industrial Education
Professor of Guidance & Educational Psychology
Southern Illinois University
Carbondale, Illinois

Daniel L. Householder
Associate Pro-'fessor & Chairman, Industrial Arts Section
Purdue University
_Lafayette, Indiana
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Texton R. Miller

Associate Professor, Agricultural Education
North Carolina State University
Raleigh, North Carolina

Orville W. Nelson

Research Specialist, American Industry Project
Stout State University

Menomonie, Wisconsin

Edgar A. Persons

Assistant Professor
University of Minnesota
St. Paul, Minnesota

David J. Pucel

Assistant Professor & Research Specialist
University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, Minnesota

Kenneth L. Rowe

Assistant Professor & Teacher Educator
Arizona State University
Tempe, Arizona

T. A. Ryan

Director, Research Coordinating Unit
Oregon State University
Corvalli-5,- Oregon

Glenn Z. Stevens

Professor, Agricultural Education
The Pennsylvania State University
University Park, Pennsylvania

Jerry Streichler
Professor and Chairman, Department of Industrial Education
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, Ohio

Gordon I. Swanson
Professor of Agricultural Education & Coordinator of

International Education
University of Minnesota

Minneapolis, Minnesota



7:00 p.m.

8:00 p.m.

8:00
9:00 a.m

1:30 p.m.

P R 0 G R A M

Sunday, May 5, 1968

Registration
Reception, Hayes Barton Room

Monday, May 6, 1968 - Board Room

JOHN K. COSTER, Presiding

Registration
"Overview of the Seminar" JOHN K. COSTER

"Identification and Measurement of Student Output

Variables" CHARLES M. ARMSTRONG

Recess

Small Group Discussion

Analysis and Synthesis

Lunch

"Selected Non-Cognitive
Correlates in Occupational

Education" JOSEPH E. CHAMPAGNE

Recess

Small Group Discussion

Analysis and Synthesis

Tuesday, May 7, 1968, Board Room

HAROLD STARR, Presiding

9:00 a.m, "Measurement and Appraisal of Competencies"

WILLIAM R. GRIEVE

Recess

Small Group Discussion

Analysis and Synthesis

12:00 noon Adjourn to North Carolina State University Faculty Club

12:30 p.m. Luncheon

"Program Planning and Evaluation" OTTO P. LEGG

2:30 p.m. Tour of Research Triangle Institute

CHARLES H. ROGERS, In Charge

Coordinator of Services and Conferences,

Center for Occupational Education.
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Wednesday, May 8, 1968, Board Room

GLENN Z. STEVENS, Presiding

Professor of Agricultural Education

Pennsylvania State University, University Park
Member, AVA Research Committee

9:00 a.m. "The Value Structure of Society Toward Work" ARTHUR R. JONES

Recess

c-,.11 Group Discussion

Analysis and Synthesis

Lunch

1:30 p.m. Participants' Reports of Research.Projects Related to
Evaluation

Thursday, May 9, 1968, Board Room

T. CARL BROWN, r,residing

Supervisor of Distributive Education

North Carolina State Department-of Educa-
tion, Raleigh

Vice-President for Distributive Education
American Vocational Association

9:00 a.m. "Overview of Proyram Evaluation and Research Needs"
JANE PERRY

"Developing Strategies for Program Evaluation--Workshop
Sesfions" JOHN K. COSTER

Thursday Evening...LID/ 9, 1968, Ballroom

SELZ C. MAYO, Presiding

Professor and Head, Department o Sociology
and Anthropology, North Carolina State Uni-
varsity

Acting Director, Center for Occupational
Education, 1965-66

6:30 p.m. Banquet

Introduction of Guests

"The People Left Behind: Implications for Vocational Edu-
cation" C. E. BISHOP, Vice President for Public Services

Consolidated University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill
Executive Director, The President's National Advisory
Council on Rural Poverty
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Friday, May 10, 1968, Board Room

CHARLES H. ROGERS, Presiding

9:00 a.m. Continuation of Workshop Session

Reports by Workshop Chairmen

Reactions by Consultants

"Evaluation of Seminar"
BERT W. WESTBROOK, Assistant Professor of Psychology and
Specialist in Tests and Measurements,
Center for Occupational Education

"Summary of Seminar" JOHN K. COSTER

12:00 noon Adjournment
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